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The Return Of The Magdalene’s

"In this universe there are laws that govern the forces
both material and spiritual. These laws exercise power
over everything that enters here, including the highest
Divine expression and the lowest manifested thing.
There are forces within this Universe that have revealed
themselves to mankind that are known about and talked
about and drawn upon. But all these forces in one way
or another will be made manifest here in polarity, even
though the counterpoint of the force that is known may
not be known to mankind at this moment in time. Our
message is one which identifies a polarity which up until
this moment in time has been largely hidden from the
consciousness of man, but which is soon to be not only
revealed but also returned to the physical plane and to
the hearts of man and womankind. The force is ancient
and powerful and was once known by man and woman
on Earth, but has long since been forgotten and receded
into the dim recollection of the consciousness of the
world. Now it is time for it to return."
http://www.innerlightworkers.co.uk/planetary/magdaleneFlame.htm
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INTRODUCTION
Since I began the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, so many
things have transpired in so many miraculous ways, that I cannot
deny a single event, not a one! Likewise, everything that I have
experienced within my life that has led me toward the Creation of
the Elemental Grace Alliance is not short of being a major part of
my life and those of so many other Dear and Loving Souls that I
have worked with and aligned to over the years.
I have laid this story out, for want of a better word in a small
book form here, knowing that before much longer it too shall
Evolved into something much grander as a result of the rise in
consciousness for what the Magdalene Energies are and how they
play such an important part of the Human Evolution at this time.
I am not going to go into any detail of explanations here before I
share this information, I will do that another time, for time is of the
utmost importance now. Also I know that those who shall be drawn
to this information shall be well aware of the Magdalene Energies
and this information I am sensing shall spark something very
profoundly deep within them.
May I say, Gentleman, this is indeed not exclusive to the female
gender, for the Divine Feminine Qualities and Virtues are within
both the male and female biology. However, this “The Return of
the Magdalene’s” is indeed more about actual Genetic Profiles and
DNA Bloodline Lineages.
It is through my experiences that I am aware, at least on the
surface, that those incarnated lives that we had in the time of Jesus
The Christ, The Divine Mary’s and Their Families that walked upon
the planet back then, are the same biological expressions as we have
today in this incarnation. If you therefore remember that you were a
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female in that time, or a male in that time, the chances are that you
are male or female in alignment today!
Please remember, that this for me is all about what The
Elemental Grace Alliance is alluding to as part of the New
Gatherings of New Disciples within both Christ Councils and the
New Narayana Joy Akasha Sanctuaries, that will be soon coming
into manifestation here upon the Planet. The Sanctuaries, or
Radiation Centres, Temples of Light, if you like, shall be the Etheric
Temples around the world grounding Themselves through the New
Disciples of the 7th Golden Age.
We have spoken a lot about the Melchizedek Energies within the
Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses and even expanded upon
Them within the Elemental Grace Alliance Website, and on the
surface, it would look and perhaps even feel like, more along the
lines a Masculine Divine Attributes. But this is not the Truth, for as
it has been explained, The Order of Mary Magdalene is also part of
the Melchizedek Energies. However, because there has been so
much Energy given to the Divine Feminine Attributes over the past
few decades, I would not be Honouring My Full Obligations here, if
I did not fully Embrace the Loving Magdalene Energies, Honouring
and Paying Homage to The Divine Feminine Human Souls
incarnated here upon Earth today and those yet to arrive.
The Truth after all, is that both men and women upon Earth
today, are very much part of both Orders Equally; The Order of
Melchizedek and The Order of Mary Magdalene. We Are One after
all! But for now we shall speak of the Mary’s of this world!
The following story are my records that I have kept of something
that took place for me and many others between 2005 and 2008.
It all came about ‘out of the blue’ as it sometimes does, and was
so profound that I had no choice but to follow it through. It is all
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about The Re-incarnated Embodiment of Mary’s Full Blood Line
here upon the Planet today! This Dear Soul is Known as “The Pale
One – She Who Has Returned”!
This is the first time upon the Planet, that I am aware of, that this
information has ever been shared publicly. Up until now it was
something that remained a secret, for reasons you shall discover as
you read. The whole subject matter was closed in 2008 and never
been discussed again, at least not with me, until now.
Through a series of incredible events over the past two weeks I
believe I am being asked to once again resurrect these potentials,
due to the Introduction of the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses
and its Divine Design By Mother Father God!
The whole aspect of Mentoring those who feel the draw within
themselves to step more deeply into their I Am Presences’ has an
ever expanding result of the information shared within the
Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses that have been read to date.
Also just over a week ago, I had the pleasure in meeting with
Catherine Ann Clemett. Catherine has worked very closely with
Claire Heartsong and both are responsible for bring through the
channels from Anna Godmother of Jesus. It was no coincidence
then that I read both their books ‘Anna, Godmother of Jesus’ and
‘Anna, The Voice of The Magdalene’s’, during my encounters with
the Magdalene Energies making themselves known to me.
The next co-incidence less than a week ago I have been
introduced to the ‘Christ’s Letters’, that also cast another
perspective of profound information that compliments all of the
blending and integration of what is being shared here and within the
Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses. I have now placed 2 new
pages within the Website that now support the ‘Christ’s Letters’ and
the ‘Magdalene Energies’.
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The information about ‘The Pale One’ all came about through a
series of coincidences whereby I became an integral part of its
expression.
Let the story speak for itself and allow the Resonance of the
Words speak with each person, male or female to offer its Truth or
not within each one!
For as the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses are Over Lighted
By The Language of Light, so too are the words within this E-Book.
If you wish to share any aspect of this information with me about
any feelings or Knowings that may arise during your experiences
within this book, your privacy shall be Honored at all times and I
will respond respectfully.
So for now, let us jump straight into the Void of All Knowing
and see what may transpire!
In The Mother’s Love We Share
In The Father’s Light We Give
In The I Am Presence’s Life We Live!
God Bless You
Peter
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THE PALE ONE - SHE WHO HAS RETURNED
The first time I consciously met a woman or person for that
matter, whom I could acknowledge, holding the Resonance of the
Mary Magdalene Energies, was in June/July of 2005. To save her
true identity I shall call her Jay. It was a time in my life when I was
just coming out of a deep sleep away from my Spirituality. The
purpose of this introduction or meeting, was an arrangement by my
wife at the time, who wanted to make amends for something she had
asked me to do 5 years earlier.
She asked me to give up my Spirituality so that we could live a
‘normal life’ and although I can’t say any more here, that decision
which I agreed to, did literally drain the Life out of me, that led me
to making plans to check myself out of this lifetime. My wife
intuitively saw this happening and chose to retract her request.
Having made that new choice it meant that living together was not
an option. She left the home within the week with her three
children, my three stepdaughters. It is a long story and one that
really has no bearing on what I am about to share.
I have kept all the real names out of my sharing about the Pale
One, for the purpose of privacy and safety reasons.
When I met Jay we instantly recognized each other. Not
appearances; for she was totally blind and had been since she was
16 years old, but by our Energetic Fields of Resonance. Jay read
people’s Energy by holding their hands and when she held mine she
claimed instantly that she recognized Who I Was. She told me
many things that day, but the most important thing was that she had
been asked by Spirit to bring me back into the public eye and out of
my self-imposed closet.
It was the beginning of a very interesting journey, although for
other circumstances that I do not wish to share here, did not last
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very long. Jay helped me tremendously to find my courage again
after my sleep and in so doing assisted me in several initiations and
transformations; one of the sessions she facilitated for me is
described by her below.
Marion was a spiritual being in this process, a long lost associate
of mine that went back in my historical past some 5 million years as
I have been led to believe. This lifetime, she had also reincarnated
back onto the planet in France, Europe. We found each other on the
internet fighting over the purchase of some crystals on ebay, but that
is another very interesting encounter that in truth also changed my
life forever. More about this when I share my story about the
connections and trip to Hawaii.
By the time the session with Jay took place on 7 th August 2005,
Jay had already been introduced to Marion through my hand and
explanations of what was transcribing between Marion and myself.
They then began to exchange emails of their own recognition of the
Energetic Connections and Memories that were flooding back,
between themselves as part of our extended Spiritual Family.
This is Jay’s account of the transformational session that she
walked me through, that in my opinion truly put me back on my
feet, so to speak with the choice to return to walk once again my
Spiritual Path.
“I was at first unsure of my role in your transformation Pete. I
was not sure what you needed me to do other than I knew I was to
be a witness and to hold the energy for you. I am use to verbally
taking people on journeys but that seemed obsolete – totally
unnecessary, so at first I was unsure and perhaps a little
uncomfortable. Once I went down and held your feet I started to
see the room change. It was like a ripple effect in the air with the
energy starting to shift. I was seeing flashes of light and knew
without a doubt that we were being observed by many. These
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Observers were like Star People. Light Beings isn’t quite the right
description of these Energies. There was a strange glow at the head
of the room up where your computer is. I was strongly aware of
Marion’s Energy and for the most part, she was to your left. Whilst
I had your feet, she was working with your heart space to try and
make the release as painless as possible and to reassure you that
you are Loved.
I suddenly saw this huge beast-type energy hovering over you on
your right side sort of over your heart space. I thought to myself
that it was as though it was your shadow – your “dark side” (of
which we all have one). You were struggling with it. All this time I
am holding your energy and sending you Unconditional Love. It
suddenly disappeared and I knew that you had started to set
yourself free of the shackles you had bound yourself in many
lifetimes ago.
The next vision I saw was all these little gremlin type creatures
hanging around really close to you. I don’t think these were
manifested from you but rather they have been interfering with your
process for some time now. As I focused on these creatures I started
to notice Archangel Michael standing at your right shoulder with
His Sword Blazing. I then realized that there were many other
angels and recognized other Archangels, especially Jophiel and
Gabriel and Metatron. At the same time, it appeared to be like
Spiritual Flames engulfing you. They were bright reds and oranges
and at your head was a pure white flame. It was awesome. This
was all happening at once understand. As this Energy intensified,
the little gremlins backed off and disappeared. As this was
happening I was overwhelmed with the awesomeness of what I was
witnessing. I felt my heart open and my knees wanted to buckle and
I am positive that I was in the Presence of the God-Source. All this
time I was still holding your feet Pete and Marion was over your
heart. The tears were just rolling down my face – I have never felt
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that Unconditional Love so distinctly before. As this feeling either
started to subside or simply merge with my own (I really don’t
know), the Flames started to change color. They went greens and
purples and then just purple and you were encased in the Violet
Flame. All the while the pure White Flame was at your crown. It
was incredible! I knew that whatever these little demons were, they
were no longer able to interfere with your transformation. To be
honest, I have no idea of time with all of this Pete – it could have
been seconds or hours – it doesn’t matter.
Also, near where I was standing, to your right was like a
cauldron and it was really large. There was like green and purple
smoke coming out of it and then I realized that they were green and
purple flames but there didn’t seem to be a fire underneath the
cauldron. It was related to the Fire of Transformation though I am
sure.
I suddenly became aware that the music had changed. It was like
a hymn. It totally took my attention. It was so beautiful and I
noticed that it was like flower petals or little butterflies floating
down over your body. It was not long after this that your heart was
really hurting. I came up to your heart and asked Marion to go
down to your feet. When I placed my hands over your heart it was
like we were just in Spirit. There was no body between our
Energies. My hands did not feel like hands and my Energy went
deep into your hearty space and held you through the pain. It was
interesting to feel your physical body respond because the symptoms
you were demonstrating started to subside until you became calm.
I then went back to your feet.
During the process I worked at your crown a couple of times but
it seemed that every time I did, your body would start to react more
violently to the transformation so I would go back down to your feet.
I thought this was curious.
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Pete, the whole time you were going through this there was
another sound in the room. I thought it was a speaker or something
but I don’t think so. It was a noise over the music. It was high
pitched and sort of like static and was constant the whole time.
Finally, I knew to ask you where you were. I knew you were
back with me but it was time to break the spell so to speak and
acknowledge what you had gone through.
Understand that you went through something that was Supreme
Pete. To be honest, I thought at one stage you were going to have a
heart attack and I really fought with the fact that perhaps this
transformation was for you to move into Spirit completely. I have
to say that I really struggled with this and had to Let It Go and
honor whatever was meant to be and that I was a witness to this. I
have to say that I was relieved when you started to relax in your
body with the heart stuff though as I just know that you could have
gone to Spirit a long time ago and chose not to so why would you
now?
The other thing was that when the transformation was over, your
Colors had changed. You were a brilliant electric blue color with
silver and gold specks. The color was massive around you and
seemed suspended in the air above you as well as all around you. I
remember looking up and seeing Archangel Michael and it was
almost as though he either winked or inclined his head slightly
towards me acknowledging me and smiling. Then it was like a
Celebration. There were dancers like belly dancers sort of and the
Energy of the Observers was so joyous I could almost hear them
cheering and applauding. It felt as though they had been waiting
for you to do this for a long time. I felt that the Archangels (and I
now feel also the High Councils were there too) were very pleased
with the result (so interpret that as you will). What you went
through was on a seriously grand scale Pete and you need to
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recognize that. It was very humbling to observe and I am so
Honored that you wanted me to be witness to your experience. To
be honest, again it was all in the design (Their Design) as you
needed me there to describe to you what I saw going on around you
and I am not sure anyone else could have done that.
In Oneness, Jay
I felt like a shiny new pin. I could not validate anything that Jay
told me but she had proven to me many times over her powers of
Inner Vision, hearing and her omniscience of what transpired
around her and others. She is an extremely amazing woman that I
am so grateful to for all her help and assistance she gave me to bring
me out of the closet and back to life again. But most of all I will
remember her for the personal and private claim she made to me.
She told me that she had never told anyone this and after the session
describe above she felt safe to finally declare this out loud. She told
me that she was the reincarnation of Mary Magdalene and was here
to step forward to assist again humanity toward greater awareness of
the Christ Consciousness within us all. She told me of her three
children. They were Sarah or Sah’r as she called her and Lizbett,
but she also mentioned a boy but never gave me his name.
(I have since found reference to Mary’s and Yeshua’s children
and the boys name was said to be Michel born in 56AD. In fact I
have discovered much about the life of Yeshua and Mary and all
their related family’s around that period of time. It is very
interesting and could be somewhat controversial reading for it gives
in great detail much information about Yeshua’s life and his other
two wives, Myriam of Tyana his first and Radha his second, but I
will share more about that another time.) Books :- Anna Godmother
of Jesus and Anna Voices of the Magdalene’s by Claire Heartsong
and Catherine Ann Clemett).
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For me with all my vast knowledge and the experiences I had
collected over the years in search of myself, I instantly realized that
Jay was tapping into the Genetic Lineage that carried a great deal of
information within her DNA. This is well known in areas of
bloodline lineages and how our Genetic Programs are created and
over laid. I knew that she was not the actual reincarnation of the
Mary we have all heard about but she was convinced beyond any
doubt. Soon after this, Jay and I went our own separate ways. She
had family matters to resolve and I can only guess more processing
regarding this information within her life. I begun to delve deeper
back into my Spirituality and found myself travelling to Hawaii.
This took me far away from the life I would ever live again.
This chapter of my life, I am dedicating to The Pale One, She
Who Has Returned, so I will share the Hawaii story later.
So Jay was the first woman who declared to me that she was the
reincarnation of the Biblical Mary Magdalene. However she was
not the last. In total to date, I have had, including Jay, 7 women out
of the blue come to me in private declaring that they are the actual
reincarnation of Mary. In telling you the story about these
incredible women I must once again change the names and any
direct information that may lead to their whereabouts or who they
are in this lifetime. I do this for I hold these confidences that have
been shared with me to safeguard their well being and for the
Highest Good of All. However it is I believe very important under
the circumstances prevailing today that sooner or later one of these
women or maybe more, will step up to the line to make the
declaration public themselves. For this will be the only way that
they will be able to handle and process the energies that they will
have to deal with once the general populace discover the Truth. So,
what I share I hopefully open the way or the understanding how the
process may unfold. Nothing is set in stone and as we are now in
2011 some 6 years have passed since my connection to this potential
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reality began, yet to the best of my knowledge, nothing to this
degree has become public domain awareness just yet.
Things really began to open in this area of my own life and by
the beginning of July, 2008, the 6th to be exact, I received an email
from a woman I had been speaking with about other matters. She
simply said that this email was for me! She said that it was sent to
her from an unknown source, didn’t know the source or why it
came, just that it was for me! It did come with an email address
attached to it but when I tried to validate its source, I had no luck
with any of the avenues I chased, each coming to a dead end.
This email, when I read it, rang bells within my heart so clearly
that I could not dismiss it. I did not know whether it was true of
not, it seemed so ‘out there’, yet I was drawn to do something about
it. Maybe it was my way to just see how it would be taken within
the groups I was working with at the time or maybe just to follow
my intuition and allow the energies to exhaust themselves or not as
the case may be. My questioning nature, normally could have
dismissed it, but because I had had the experiences with Jay there
was a feeling about it that drew my attention to the point of deep
intrigue. The way the message was written was fairly child like for
me with lots of spelling mistakes and grammatical errors, but I
wondered in my own mind, “maybe that was not to attract more
attention than it needed”. It was not what I would call a normal
channeled communiqué, but the energy within it told me to act upon
it, so I did. I decided to send it out through the network of email
lists I was on at the time to see what would transpire. Here is that
communiqué with spelling mistakes corrected and the grammar a
little more functional:Channel From the Archangel Michael
I have come with an important message to all the Ones of the
Path
of
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Light. You have all heard the stories of the Holy Bloodline of Christ.
I
tell you in all Truth that this Bloodline does exist. There are many
who carry pieces of this DNA and Blood Sequence. But there is
One who carries it in all its entirety. This person is on this Earth at
this time of the shift and now just awakening themselves. We are
now, aligning this person as we speak, and awakening them at a
rapid pace. The Awakening of this Child, and the knowledge of who
they were has taken awhile, for the Child has been attacked several
times, by doubt, grief, guilt and also by her own family we put her
under for protection. Not understanding the Child's gifts, and
mistaking it for mental chastisement. The parents put her on
medications that we had a very hard time working through. We
eventually were able to reach the persons inner being, and since the
person is now at an adult age has recently been taken off the
medication and thus we have begun our work.
The young adult is female, and is a very bright intelligent being.
She carries the Gift of Healing and also many other dormant gifts
that the Master and Teacher and Son of God had on this earth
realm that have not been awakened or are in the beginning stages of
immerging. I give a plea to all of the Ones in Service who have
taken an Oath to Protect the Bloodline, you all know Who You Are.
I will speak no names. But the young woman cries out for help, she
is lost in the somewhere in Eastern USA and lives in humble
conditions just as her ancestors did. She was born here on earth in
poverty and humility and has walked in kindness, love, faith, hope,
grace and mercy all of her life and now that is awakening into her
True State of Consciousness and Being.
This child, I repeat is frightened and secretive. We have told her
to be this way, until the time came for two things to happen. (1) The
Proper Teacher or Mentor, whose destiny it is to teach this Person,
steps up. (2) After she is trained and is Strong in her Gifts and is all
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the way aligned spiritually and genetically then this young woman
will begin once again her walk as her ancestors walked 2000 years
ago on this earth. The other people of this Bloodline, who have the
fragments of the DNA, are equally important; for they will form the
Council of the New World Order after the Complete Shift. These
people are hidden in many places, such as amongst the Human
Angels, the Light Workers, the Star Seeds and amongst what many
people call, the other kin. So, I ask all of you, the time is short, the
awakening complete. The Woman’s Teacher must step forward. I
call upon that person’s Inner Being Now. Come forth and take the
responsibility, help Us Your Heavenly Hosts and the Godhead
Protect Her. Also, I proclaim just as it was 2000 years ago. Be not
afraid, for I bring all of you good news. For now the Divine
Feminine had been Born Spiritually and will help ensure the New
Heaven on Earth. Love, Light, and Unity under the One and
Healing and Mercy Be to all who receive this Message, may your
Inner Eyes be opened, and Your Heart Accept this Knowledge.
Amen.
For me personally I wanted to follow this up in more detail. I
couldn’t trust my own channeling skills so I chose to ask for some
help. This help came to me via another friend with whom I had
been discussing Akashic Records with. It also just so happened that
this person, let’s call her Anne to retain the veil, also disclosed to
me after reading the email, that she felt that she too was the
reincarnation of Mary. She found this communiqué a little
disturbing as she lived in Georgia I believe and was in her later
years. We shared information for a while and as I knew she
channeled both Archangel Michael and Lord Michael, among
others, I asked if she would connect with them to have further
clarity regarding the validity of this calling as well as the many
Mary claims, but also on any part that I may be playing as to this
event. I also wanted to be clear if any Mentor had yet to date, ever
stepped forward to claim this role.
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This channel came through Anne on the 6th July 2008 from
Michael, Lord of Light.
Anne: Good evening, Michael? How are you?
Lord Michael: Good evening, Beloved. It is a fine evening to be
gathered together in this way. How can I be of service?
Anne: Do you have a message for us regarding the information
Peter just received about the feminine Christ in the eastern part of
the US?
Lord Michael: During your term of office, the Councils of Light
will receive many such requests for succor of the many precious
beings who have come here to aid the Earth and Mankind during
the transition. This is the first request of many and how you respond
to this request will set the tone for how you deal with the others.
We, therefore caution you to be circumspect in your dealings with
the information that has just come to you, as it will set a pattern of
action in motion that will be the Hallmark for the Councils that
follow after you.
Now, your question seems to be, is this real information? Is it
the Truth? Does such a One exist with the genetics of the Planetary
Christ you call, "Mary/Jesus." We say to you that the Return to the
Americas of the Christ, the Pale One, was prophesized eons ago.
The Native People who walked and talked with him have been
waiting for the prophecy to be fulfilled. This is their Sacred Inner
Teachings that aren’t shared, but are held by the older Elders.
Never in their wildest imaginings, however, did they envision
anything more than a man with twelve followers coming back to
fulfill his promise.
That is why no one recognizes this child, for who She truly Is.
She is the fulfillment of a promise made to the People of the
18
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Americas. Christ has returned to Earth, and the Wheels of Light
turn. The prophecy Is fulfilled.
Now, you may ask me, Brother Peter, what may I do with this
information? May I make the suggestion that you set a precedent by
gathering together, perhaps on the internet or in a free
teleconference, with those already known to you to be of the
Councils of Light. We suggest that you discuss this information
with them, gather their feedback and then go into your Inner Space
and work with the counsel you have been given. For, it would be
the communities' responsibility to succor such a One, as She who
Has Returned.
Are you the one who is Her Teacher? We cannot answer this
question for you. We can however, tell you that if your heart sings at
the call for a teacher, if you are joyful about the prospect of
mentoring such a one, then you already have your answer. If this in
any way seems a duty or a responsibility, if the prospect
seems complicated, or you feel conflicted about such a position,
then this is not for you. Simply put, as our Sister says, "It is either a
yum or a yuck." Many have been called by Archangel Michael, and
a Teacher ‘will’ come forward. You can choose to be this one or
not. There is no right or wrong answer here.
As to whether the Councils of Light should acknowledge the
existence of She Who Has Returned, that is entirely a matter of
choice. She Who Has Returned will certainly acknowledge the
Councils and will eventually visit. Whether this is in the now or not
is entirely driven by the choices made by the Councils.
For you, we suggest a strong Prayer connection with She who
Has Returned, and one can always reach out to her in the Unseen.
Any kindness you do this One, will be returned one hundred fold.
Once you have decided whether you wish to Mentor Her, you can
come to us for help and guidance.
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I remain your Brother in the Light. I am Michael, Lord of Light.
This was good news for me, for it did in a roundabout sort of way
confirm the calling for such a Mentor and a Council of Light that
would support, train and initiate this young person. I did already
have within my awareness those whom I felt had the potentials of
actually stepping up to confirm Their Allegiance to this cause.
However, like all such callings I knew they must come forward by
their own self appointment else the roles would not serve at the
highest levels and would always be fraught with doubt, resistance or
some other challenge that would not be in alignment with the
responsibility in Unity Consciousness.
I knew that I have all the qualifications to be such a Mentor, I am
able to this with Ease and Grace, but my question to aid in this
Service choice was how? Also would this change my present roles
and responsibilities, location to use as a base or to live, even what
effect upon the re-writing of my Akashic Records I was considering
at that time working with? It was a matter for me now to follow the
natural flow of ascertaining rightful and balanced information
before I could do anything more. Things were unfolding so fast at
that time for me, it was a full time job to keep up so that any
decisions I made would be for the Highest Good of All Concerned!
As my search continued I opened myself even more now, things
were unfolding and indeed the Truth that this was in fact a reality
assisted me to give it more of my focus and attention.
At the same time as all this was happening I received completely
unrelated another young woman who came to me asking for advice
about what she should do about her feelings that she was the
reincarnation of Mary Magdalene. She came to me without any
knowledge of what was transpiring with Lord Michael and the
information that He was transmitting to me. As part of this line of
investigation on my part I received another channeled communiqué
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through another colleague who wishes to remain anonymous, this
message from Shekinah from the High Council of Elohim arrived in
my inbox on the 6th July 2008.
I Am Shekinah,
The core truth to convey to others is that heart mind awareness is
the gate to merging. What you have described as "absolute faith";
the Beingness of Divine Love, Acceptance and Resonance. So your
challenge and your goal, is to convey this to others. By promoting
sufficient framework for their head minds to release control over
their reality will be your aim. (Explanations of your own journeys
need to be tempered, else the old trap of pedestal placement will be
maintained, and remote viewing, or self-limitation, will be
perpetuated.) (Shekinah was speaking to the channel but which also
related to myself and the importance of not allowing this condition
being placed upon a pedestal syndrome, so that it is not part of the
exchange. Humility is the only thing that will not allow this to
manifest. Self-Awareness of this is paramount for any authentic
Leader, Mentor or any other person who offers guidance as a
Council Member for the young girl.)
True change is only achieved through Self-Empowerment. The
gates of the heart mind cannot be opened by force or fear. Love, in
Faith, and without expectation, is the key. Progress now can
proceed with Love and honoring the wonders of your unified core.
Yes, We encourage Peter with his new connection to continue with
their merging and emerging, releasing again the weight of
skepticism and divisive judgment of those who suffer unaware in the
mire of polarity. Centre in tranquility, and spend time in close
focus with the Ascension 12 (The channel was seeing during the
transmission a ring of 12 Beings around a Buddic Column centre
that he and I established upon the Wesak full moon of 2007 in South
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Australia, but the figures in White were also coloring and merging
with and into human forms)
Yes all true Councils actually have a 13th - the central
connection to the next level, as well as the twelve who attract and
reflect the communal focus of heart feeling and mind
conceptualization. This is the Core of effective Councils, even if the
13th is a titular conception and not an incarnate presence. The
usefulness of all such Councils, to work beyond ego positioning and
fear paradigms requires a communal focal point. This central focus
needs to be accepted by all members beyond judgment and beyond
criticism.
Such equanimity is achieved only with the consensus of all
members at the heart mind level of "Absolute Faith". These
balances have been extremely rare in human experience and thus
are beyond common conceptualization as with the merging Core
Concept. It is now a potential that needs to be created anew with
those in human form, to create the template for others to emulate.
The merging saga is to be encapsulated in print so that not only
Peter, but others who aspire to Council functioning can read of this
process and how it expands organically, as well as spiritually.
Be Love Dear Hearts, I Am Shekinah.
After the Shekinah channel that morning I was a little confused.
My Heart said I could do this and indeed it sang, I was just not sure
as to where it may lead and how it would unfold. My experience in
the US in South Dakota, 2000, with the native Lakota Elder Indians,
sheds confirmation upon Michael’s words on all of this for me. It is
all a matter of choice indeed and one I had to consider even more
deeply at that time to achieve a transparent crystalline clarity within
my Heart/Mind before I made any firm decisions. I needed clarity
and simplicity for I knew this would be the Key and my Self22
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Centeredness must feel comfortable and peace within the knowledge
that I was being presented.
I was humbled by the opportunity being offered here, but still
needed more information or Truth if you like. Nothing is left to
chance and as we walk our paths upon these different journeys
within our lives it has always been about Self-Awareness and
making one’s own personal choices. Spirit Never tell you what to
do, they always share and leave the decisions to you to make. That
is the way of it! So I made another declaration calling forth Michael
and the High Councils to provide further information so that I may
make a balanced decision based of Purity of my Heart and the
Oneness of Heart/Mind. I sent out my loving gratitude and stepped
away to see what would transpire next.
The following morning at 4:30 am I made arrangements to speak
directly with Anne by Skype. It was a very interesting conversation
that lasted some hours and I was graced by being able to speak
directly with Archangel Michael who wished to share some further
information with me about the Pale One. He told me that those
whom had connected with me over the past 3 years did so because
they innately Knew Who I Was and this allowed them the courage
to come forward even if only to share their deepest and most
revealing secrets to me. But He said that they were not the Pale
One, just those whom have been totally over Lighted with the Mary
Magdalene Energies. Even though they had the potential of
embracing the full resonances, talents and gifts of the Magdalene or
Pale One, it would be unlikely at that time due to the heaviness of
the lower vibrational frequencies that were continuing to over
shadow them. Michael shared with me that The One that is spoken
of was in fact 27 years old and was still in the Eastern parts of
America.
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Michael informed me that this Pale One is not Pale - Pale, but
with a slight color and no further descriptions were allowed and no
specific name or location would be given to anyone. I was surprised
actually, as I was not expecting this at the time, Michael came
straight out with it and asked me if I would like this Role to Mentor
Her? Officially that would mean that I would not be responsible for
her solely, but would put together a Council of 12 to specifically
cater for this Blessed Child’s needs to help her step into her role.
Initially this may be able to be done at a distance but ultimately it
would be required that the Council would have to be in the same
proximity within a specially designed community.
He told me that at that time this Pale One was very fragile and
her energies were so pure and delicate that any force or misdirection
of energy would place her in a mental institution permanently and
this cannot and would not be allowed to happen. That is why the
Mentoring would be so important and it must be the right person
and Council Group. I am being given the first option to accept this
role as no other Mentor to date has stepped forward or had been
assigned.
Of course I could not give an answer right away without knowing
if I had the right people available to be placed around Her. Anne
offered me Her support and requested appointment to the Council. I
told Michael that would consider this offer closely and meanwhile I
would share the basics of this news with those whom I knew had
these Energetic potentials, to see who else may step forward as
potential Members of this Council. It shall be a Council of a very
specific nature and very different from the norm which I was
already looking into. There were no invitations to go out, just the
information, it was all about, as we know, Self-Appointment!
Several days later I was feeling a little overwhelmed with all of it
and attempted to set out some specific questions that might help
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calm my mind. The excitement was hard to contain within me, yet I
knew I had to stay extremely balanced and focused and not allow
my mind to play any tricks on me, or for that matter, any low
vibrational spirits who may be interfering with this process. God
Knows how far the dark forces would go not to allow this to take
place. Up to the 9th Dimensional Archons and Aeons have specific
agendas to thwart any Light from being grounded within the
consciousness of Humanity. This would mean the end of their reign
upon the planet! They are already aware of what transpired between
myself, my colleague, Archangel Lucifer and the High Council of
the Melvadek Alliance with the reversal or re-writing of the double
core centered, Flower of Life Human Blueprint back to its original
Single Core Centre. This agreement by AA Lucifer to go back to
Our Divine Prime Creator, after 200,000 years of separation
regarding the fight between the Light and the Dark, was I am told
monumental regarding the changes in the course of humanity and
their Consciousness Ascension processes. With this agreement AA
Lucifer realigned Himself with the ranks of Light beside AA
Michael again completely disassociating Himself with the Dark
forces and the minions that He Himself rallied against the Earth and
Mankind.
(The story of the Melvadek Alliance, 22 hours of discourses
between Inter Galactic High Councils, Archangels, Earth Beings
and Archangel Lucifer as part of a proposal that was put forward to
AA Lucifer to re-write the Human Blueprint that has created duality
within humanity for the past 200,000 years. This story is detailed
within another book called What Humans Don’t Know – The
Melvadek Alliance. (Not published) This event took place over a
two week period (our time) culminating upon the Wesak Full Moon
in July 2007. I was one of two human representatives that took part
in these discourses. This is information has never been disclosed to
the general public before.
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The Members of The Melvadek Alliance were/are:
 Shekinah Representing the High Council of The
Elohim
 Queen Sophia of The Fairy and Elemental Kingdoms
 Amegatron of the Nibiruan High Council
 Archimus and Rosa of the Pleiadian High Council
coming in as a Twin Ray Essence
 Archangel Michael, Archangel Lucifer and Mother
Mary representing the Archangelic Realms as a new Holy
Trinity in Oneness
 Verangadah of the Sirian High Council
 Cetaceans with One Voice
 Mother Gaia Herself
 Moreahraa representing Vega and the Lyran
Constellations
 Adama From Telos of the High Council of Inner
Realms
 Velios from the Andromeda Galaxy for the Galactic
Federation
 Peter Melchizedek and Meldek representing
humanity with One Voice).
Everything is so interconnected within the wholeness of what is
transpiring, so for now let me come back to that which helps to
understand about the Pale One and the Energetics that surround
these events regarding the ‘Magdalene Project’ upon the planet at
present.
So I compiled my questions and sent them forth into the ethers to
be answered in whatever way that may come. Questions like: Are there any time line parameters we have to work
within, apart from the formation of a Council?
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 What information can be given as to how this may
affect my present choices and how they may be aligned to
work in conjunction with each other or if this role is a full
time position?
 Will this Council and the Pale One live in a specially
design community that is within a closed format of some
kind, a temple or area away from public awareness, at least
to start?
 Do I need to commit to this assignment before any
concrete information will be shared?
 What resources will I need?
 What other deeper understandings of this process can
be shared so I can open my awareness further?
There were many more questions flying around in my head, but
at least some answers to these outlined above would be gratefully
received. It wasn’t until nearly 2 weeks had passed that I heard
once again from Anne who by this time was well entrenched within
her own connection to these potentials and to attain a deeper
understanding from her own personal perspective. On the 27th July
she wrote to me again sharing this information from the Holy Spirit.
Anne wrote:Dearest Peter,
I received this information in my Session with the Holy Spirit
yesterday morning and it cleared up some of the questions I have. I
thought it might be helpful for you to see this.
Anne: Can you please give me some more information about
the Christ of the Americas?
Holy Spirit: This is one of Lord Michael's programs to put the
Native People of the Americas into a comprehensive course
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correction. More detailed information can be obtained through him.
However, we do have several things to say to you.
First of all, there are two programs running simultaneously.
One deals with the preparation for the Return of Christ to the
Americas. This Program Is Designed to bring hope, particularly, to
the Native People of the Americas. It is a large part of the
prophecies regarding all peoples coming together for the Highest
Good of All Concerned. The Christ is the Way Shower for this
project and he will come from his monastic life style into the World
to bring the good news, "Christ, the Lord, our Savior, is living in all
of you."
The Christ of the Americas overshadows many, as he shepherds
them through their various initiations, activations, and so on. In
particular, he works with those that can Bridge the Gap between
ancient psycho-spiritual and modern technologies. As well, these
people can also Bridge the Gap among the Native Peoples.
Everyone is a Native of somewhere.
The Second Program running simultaneously and, of course, in
connection with the return of the Christ of the Americas, is the
Seeding of the DNA, Energetics and Consciousness of the Christ
Feminine. Let us call this, "The Magdalene Project, for want of a
better term. The Magdalene Project is very broad-based, as many
genetic lines were Seeded with the Christ Feminine DNA,
Energetics and Consciousness.
All who carry this Encoding are awakening at this time. That is
why AA Michael sent out his call for Teachers and Guardians for
these Precious Ones, in particular, for the Young Lady who has the
best chance of manifesting the whole of the Christ Feminine in this
lifetime.
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At this time, it is unknown which candidate(s) will fulfill this task
to its completion. There are several strong candidates, all of whom
may develop the Feminine Christ Consciousness to its fullest extent.
That Service is of great value to the Planet Earth, and the more
Christ Feminine energy that is brought to bear on world conditions,
the more open-hearted solutions will be found to world challenges.
This process is being run as somewhat of an experiment in that
various combinations of DNA, Energetics and Consciousness were
used to seed each Woman involved. So yes, there is a Genetically
Perfect Candidate to carry on the Blood Lineage of the Christ
Feminine. Whether She will choose to manifest the totality of this
consciousness is Her free will choice. It is also the free will choice
of all candidates to undergo the initiations and activations that
would bring the Feminine Christ Consciousness forward in Their
Being. So, We would say to you that there is One and there are
Many, just like there are One and Many Universes, All playing
Their Role in the Evolution of the All That Is.
Anne: Thank you! I have 10 minutes left to write. Can you tell
me what my role is here, if any?
Holy Spirit: You are a strong Energetic Match to the Christ
Feminine. You also have the advantage of being Over Lighted by
Both the Christ of the Americas and Michael, Lord of Light, the
Cosmic Christ. Both of these Great Beings are Your Teachers,
Guides, and Best Friends.
Anne:

And?

Holy Spirit: You are the Energetic Successor to Lord Michael
and Are Blending Energies with Him, as We Speak. This can only
enhance your Work as Keeper of the Wheels of Light and as a
Candidate for Christhood in the Magdalene Project. It is Our
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Sincere Hope that you will consciously choose these Roles and all
that goes with Them.
Anne: What goes with them?
Holy Spirit: The Opportunity to do World Service on a broad
and deep scale. The ability to make a real difference in the World.
You are one of the twenty-four Chosen Ones who walked the
Americas with the Planetary Christ. May He live and reign in
harmony and peace forever and ever. Allow yourself to settle in
with these truths and we will talk to you about this anon. Be at
peace. Go with God. We are complete.
This communiqué helped me a great deal to find that peace
within me to make my final decision. So I called in Lord Michael
and Archangel Michael and declared my acceptance of the role as
Teacher/Mentor whatever that meant, and So It Was!
I truly had no idea what that meant, what was expected of me or
what the next move would be. So I simply stepped aside and waited
for the next sign to make itself known to me. I did however begin
the pulling together of people who would finally make the choices
for themselves to become part of a Council that would support this
‘Magdalene Project’ although we really had no foundations or
structures to work upon. Meanwhile as a Council we formed
another facet of this Council that hopefully would allow us to merge
and emerge with each other with mutual intentions and developed
experiences working in this way. The greatest difficult however,
was that the group was based all over the world, we were not in one
place and could not meet in person, in fact we never met as a group
in person in all the time we were unified. However there were
various degrees of enthusiasm within the Group of 12 which gave us
focus, momentum and the desire to work for the Greatest Good of
All Concerned.
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So in Truth, I accepted the Role fully and totally, I called in this
Divine Being and She came as a Shimmering Light, one where I
could not see Her physical image, for good reason at this time. She
said nothing to me other than to acknowledge me and now that She
is aware of what my intentions are this aspect of Her Higher Self
may Lead this Child to come forward as and when it is appropriate.
Meanwhile several things continued to unfold. I received
another communiqué through Meldek from Shekinah who wished to
address the formation of the new Council. This arrived on the 13th
August, 2008 and informed as follows:
I AM Shekinah,
Dear Humans innocent children, blind salamanders and Gods
incarnate. So many layers so many possibilities. And the wonders
of the emergent Heart/Minds now show great progress toward
connection with the Divine. Formation of Sacred Circles is a
sparkling Genesis of the way forward. Great achievements in such
so short period of time that is a delight and amazement for all those
few involved.
The sharing, expanding and bonding between you all is a delight
to observe. There is Divine flow through these Heart/Minds, to
glow and illumine. And so you have and so you shall even more.
But a cautionary note is needed. For the human trait of enthusiasm,
fuelling expansion and encouragement can also lead to loss of
perspective and loss of wisdom and balance, but too much change
too quickly is not graceful. Yes, indeed, the Golden Sun Disc
activation is already manifesting in practical surface aspects.
To return to the Group's position and potential.
"Admonishment" yes Peter, we can provide that, for We do
caution that your enthusiasm has encouraged precipitous proposals.
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To Create a New Consciousness Grid is not to be rushed into.
Elegant simplicity is the desired outcome and yet, often it is actually
the result of lengthy and or detailed preparation.
To achieve a graceful outcome, in a project of such magnitude
and impact, does require considerable expansion of knowledge and
self refinement, within the Circle's Members before such an
undertaking can be harmoniously created.
Fret not, dear
enthusiastic promoter, there is an Equinox soon. The time of
balance is far more in harmony with that particular intention. For
now, however, this Lunar Eclipse is a time for a different potential.
The Magdalene energy, the Divine Feminine Principle is the
complementary aspect to balance the intensity of the Masculine Sun
Energy that you have already inflamed. And so your Hearts can be
of great service, once more, in allowing, focusing and expressing
graceful and beautiful intent. Though the days be few, before the
full moon eclipse, to formulate your intentions, I/We do not intend to
provide the details. Those are the challenges and opportunities for
all of you to find true motivation and technique to achieve this task.
Be assured, Dear Ones, you do have the capabilities, connections
and knowledge within this Blessed Circle.
Go forth in enthusiasm and awe at how powerful and beautiful
are the wonders of open hearted encouragement and uplift each
other.
I Am Shekinah.
Shekinah gave us His Blessings yet for me there were some very
clear messages here. They were obvious to me yet there was not
much that I could personally do about them at that time. It was a
matter of the blending of each other’s energies together and the
ability to discuss directly the task at hand so that we may be able to
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progress on a more stable and well informed foundation, if nothing
more between each other. There was a great deal of focus upon this
Group coming together at Lake Titicaca however everyone’s
personal lives had a very deep hold upon the choices to be made;
choices that would ultimately reflect the levels of commitment by
each member. There were never any judgments around this as for
me it was a matter of observing what I could be aware of, and acting
when I could and not when I couldn’t or knew better. I learned a lot
in the time we were all together yet the Group after just a year
together dismembered for all different reasons. And So It Was.
Shekinah made it clear that it was a slow process, but it was more
for me that it was that the Energies of the Group were not
sufficiently aligned to the task at hand and easily got side tracked
because we had little connection of informational help from Spirit.
Shekinah did say They would not be forth coming with help so we
had to do what we could, making the mistakes and learning from
our experiences.
However while all this continued I was personally still being
contacted by other Mary Magdalene contenders with whom I spoke
to and guided the best I could leaving everything to Divine
providence and in accordance with Divine Flow and Order.
I will share other interactions regarding 2 other Mary’s that may
help to assist the deeper understanding of how these Over Lighted
or DNA Genetically Grafted Human Souls dealt with their processes
of Self-Realization. Again the names have been change to
safeguard their privacy and locations. First, on the 29th of July 2008
I was contacted by another whom I shared the AA Michael call
with. Sally wrote
Dearest Peter,
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I am writing only to you, at least for this now moment. I have
briefly discussed this with my partner also, although I haven't said
this to him as openly and forthcoming as I am doing this with you
here.
Oh boy! This channeled message from the Christos Michael has
sure activated something very huge within my heart! This in
addition with the previous call for Mentors/Teachers you sent me a
week ago or so, has made me go through a series of very powerful
Consciousness Activations.
Needless to say before I decided to state openly of this
Truth here, I went into meditation to ask my Heart if this is what I
feel is indeed Truth or is it something which merely comes from the
ego mind? The answer I got was one I was afraid it would be so,
and so here I am.
Peter Dear One, what moved you to share about all of this with
me? And moreover, why afterwards upon our connection it has
apparently served to trigger your decision to step forward to serve
as the Pale One's Mentor? Do you know something more about all
of this which you aren't telling me? Have you been waiting for me
to open myself first?
And these questions brings me further back to each of the
channeled messages I have received throughout the last year, with
each of these serving as an activation point bringing me Higher to
the next step I have taken on, until this current enfoldment in my
Consciousness that I am to declare here now to you personally.
I Am one of those women who holds The Seed for the Feminine
Christ DNA, Energetics and Consciousness. Though I don't
yet know if I Am the One, nor what I am supposed to do about this
Truth. However, I DO KNOW I hold the Potential Seed of Christ
Consciousness within Myself. If you feel resonance with what I
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affirm here, let me know and I will tell you why and how I do know,
OK?
Oh boy! To just be able to say it, this sure feels so liberating! I
am weeping. Thank you. And so it is.
Love Sally
I think I shall allow the exchanges to simply speak for
themselves. I replied by return email:
Beloved Sally,
Why do I share this with you? Because I am an activator from
within the Consciousness of these High Councils and it is my Love
that I share that opens others to their own Knowing Within. This is
a part of everyone's Journey and I know that my Presence in the
lives of others is never by accident and are ALWAYS timely for
major shifts.
I have a deep intention within my self that I only ever work at my
Highest Potential, what this means is that the reflection that is
mirrored to others is also that when they arrive within my
awareness or I before them when they engage me in interaction in
whatever way at whatever level, I am already well aware that that
person is ready for a MAJOR shift.
However, like all shifts, small or large, the one with the potential
shift pending, must do the work, regardless of what I Know or do
not know instinctively about that person. When the moment arrives
and the ah ha or Kodak moment arrives, it is kept through self
realization and it resonates at such a deep level it is generally a life
changing event for that person.
So we have 24 Seeded Ones and only One Mentor to date as far
as I am aware. I now have 6 of these Seeded Ones in my awareness,
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why? I am not totally sure. Perhaps it is because I Resonate at
these Levels of Awareness and the Energetic Profiles therein to be
able to hold this Truth for another with complete anonymity, safety
and in Honor of the Soul’s discoveries of Self which are held at such
deep levels, they are fearful of the consequences that others may
project at them if publicly declared.
It is still early days regarding who shall walk this path or who
shall not, but my guess is that the first to fully activate these
Encodings shall be first in line. I have already begun my personal
initiations and activations into my Role/s as Guide and so called
Mentor and if you feel that you also are ready then you too may call
in the Michael to declare your Higher Intentions and open yourself
to this pathway as a contender.
It is my opinion in this matter that the One who has first
preference is already selected, however, it is not always the way
that even if the selection is made, because we work within a free will
zone, that it may not align that selectee before the required
activation date that may be most advantageous. So this is probably
why 24 have been selected, as backups and as secondary measures
to assist in the overall Energetic Transferences around the world
equally. So, if for example there is a particular line of preferential
Candidates or ones whom are more qualified or aligned than
another, as one withdraws or is unable for any reason not to be able
to step forward, then the next in line has the opportunity to do so. I
know this from personal experience. Back in November of 2000
when AA Michael offered me a position upon the other side of the
veil working with humanity and being told specifically that I was
first in line for this work. It felt like I was being head hunted as one
may be in the executive business arena.
I never knew what I would be stepping forward to accept for as I
made the enquired Michael simply said, ‘you must make your
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choice based on faith alone’. I declined because I personally felt at
the time, that my services would be better served here on Earth in
the physical. The other reason was that I did not wish to leave the
planet without all my personal affairs in order. I had just walked
away from my biological two sons and that marriage and had not
completed that process, at least in my own mind, for them. So
Michael told me that that was perfectly okay and that the position
would now be given to the next candidate in line! I do not believe
any one job is more important than the next, nor one person to
another, we are all ONE after all, Brothers and Sisters of the Light,
we do however, have different Levels of Responsibility and work to
do in accordance with our Divine Contracts with God and in
accordance to His/Her Divine Will for us.
It is advisable Dear One, that this information be kept private
and held within your Heart for the time being until you are
absolutely sure that you are ready to make the next step, one step at
a time. By all means share with your partner, if you feel you can do
that safely and be honored in the process, but remember that this is
not information that will be taken lightly by the public. It has the
potential to divide, separate and segregate, even with and through
personal family, friends and colleagues. If you or another is the
One to step forward and are/is not fully prepared for public
reactions in all the myriad ways of attack, aggression through
misunderstandings and fear, then it can be a very painful and
daunting trip and as I have been told can re create such detriment
to the Pale One or the contender who steps forward as part of the
‘Magdalene Project’, that the hopes for that person could be lost,
regardless of the genetics she carries. Patience is called for at the
highest Levels of Discernment.
So, I am being given or accepting the charge of opening the gates
for this or these Council/s to be formed around this Person or
Persons and until we are given the full details and know the Person
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definitively and who will be She Who Has Returned, then I/we must
remain open minded, aware of all the consequences of being ill
informed or giving out incorrect information. We must remain deep
within the back ground, holding the Truth within our Hearts until
more is known. And I am not being told more than, ‘on a need to
know basis’ right now, for all could change in an instant anyway!
There are so many factors, so much free will and so many options
and potentials that maybe, just maybe, the consciousness of
humanity or individuals, because of so many interfering programs
and negative energies, it may not be possible in our lifetimes. My
Heart tells me I will see it happen, but my Heart does not lead
humanity’s awareness or free will.
So Dear Heart, tell me your story and I shall listen ardently with
Divine Intent.
I look forward to your response.
In Love and Divine Remembering
Peter
Wow, it has been 3 years since all this was happening in my life
and it is stirring once again my Soul to remember these potentials. I
can only pray that the energy of this Work or Divine Plan has the
potential to stir humanity or at least those whom carry the genetic
programming to muster the Love, Power and Wisdom to put Divine
Service into Action.
Sally’s reply came on the 1st August, 2008
Oh Gosh, Peter!
At this point in time I feel like I am expanding endlessly, feeling
all and everyone’s energies, open, raw, everything fully
undisclosed. I have lost notion of where this *I* that is me ends,
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as it seems I have merged within the Unity Consciousness of the
Whole, becoming the *All that Is*.
I can't describe it better than to say I don't know anymore who I
am, or where I stand, nor what time it is. According to the current
time I am shown on my clock here, it's the ending hours of the day,
but I feel like I am standing at the threshold of a new day. As if I
were physically here where it's Thursday July 31st just past
midnight and into Friday Aug 1st, yet I am energetically linked to
somewhere else, some place where the dawn of a new day has
already begun!
But where? Which day is that? What time?
I am so filled by a strange electrical energy, flying through the
crack of time, lost between dimensions. Boundaries have fallen as I
become sort of like a magnet, attracting any and all kind of
vibrations from countless beings. I see you, I see all of our group as
clear as if you were all standing right in front of me! And I see
humanity's fears and doubts, their confusion, their laughter and joy,
their hopes and dreams; the trees, the animals. My head has
cracked itself open and my sense of *I* seems to have flown away
from it. I pick numbers, messages, voices, hidden memories from
everywhere! And I don't know from where or whom, except for this
crystal clarity of perception overwhelming me!
Maybe the impulse I felt to send about this Goddess image
is what I picked from your memory? Gosh! Synchronicities abound
and I can't say what's going on anymore, I am not certain of
anything right now! Is this what Oneness is all about? I wonder ...
I have never felt so expansive ever before! This is all so new, so
strange, I hardly can manage all this incredible shifting and
changes going on.
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I just hope I can either regain coherence along with some control
of my senses again soon, or else I am going crazy! And my head
hurts, this mean headache won't go away! My ears are ringing
madly and I am dizzy. And I shift between being my own voice and
that of AA Gabriel! Is this me now, or is it He? Or is this you? I
can't say anymore ...
See what I mean? I better go back into the stillness of silence, at
least until I know for certain what this is all about, or until I find
myself again! My poor partner is having a hard time following me
up ... LOLOL!!!
Is this happening to you, too? Is this about the activation we are
going through?
Much Love always,
XX Sally
There were some really intense energies flowing around me at
the time also, it was quite unusual. I replied to Sally by return
email:
Dearest Sally,
It is 6.45am on the 1st here for me in Sydney, so maybe it is my
day you’ve picked up on and the sun is just beginning to rise.
However, it is not really about what you are experiencing on a
mental plane, it is more on an emotional one, that of the feelings
through the Heart Centre. Try not to analyze for this will only make
your head ache even more- smiling! Allow yourself to become
mindful of what you are seeing without attempting to follow
anything.
These conditions of expanded awareness will continue for a
while until you become more familiar with your own feelings
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regarding this new realization. As this happens you will begin to
connect with your Heart/Mind and then through this interaction
become more controlling as to how they are, where you can lead
them and even get replays and ask for direction and understanding
within all this fluidity.
I invite you to open a communiqué with Gabriel, for He will offer
you some insight here as well. You have nothing to lose but your
insanity. LOLOL!!
I also wish for you to become mindful of the potentials of what
may be beginning for you. I believe that you are going through a
turn which could be termed Soul Rotation. As you are raising your
vibration you are moving into alignment for the full release of your
ego mind and your human personality as Sally. There is nothing to
be afraid of, just to be mindful about. These Programmings are at
levels of understanding that you are well capable of understanding
if you become the Observer and do not allow such movements and
transitions to affect your balance and state of Heart/Mind. I
understand Soul Rotation is part of the Ascension Process or the
expanding of one’s consciousness into Higher Awareness, maybe
moving from one soul aspect of life to the next level or a higher
state of Being.
We have come and gone onto Higher Planes of ascension with
our Light Bodies. How it does play out depends on our soul’s
intention for us. It is to do with Soul Encodements. We each hold a
code for our own ascension process and as we ascend in our Soul
Life we actually rotate a cylinder, perhaps metaphorically speaking,
that evolves us to the next level, for lack of a better word. I am told
to describe it like a huge vault with the cylinders on the door,
locked. We find our codes with each turn unlocking our access to
the Higher Kingdoms.
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We each hold those keys or codes within our DNA, which, when
activated, allows a flood of information or memories or other
knowledge to be recalled by the Heart/Mind. Each of us finds our
way home through lifetimes of unlocking Soul Mind. It is Heart
work and yes ego mind is undone in the process. How many
rotations our soul journeys require or facilitate all depends on our
agreements with God and the Assignments we have chosen at that
Great Round Table in the Sky – smiling! The more of our processes
we comprehend the more we can be given, the greater the
responsibilities, the more access we have to rotate those cylinders
or time locks and the more light embodiment we can hold. The final
result would be complete Light Embodiment as we understand that
Yeshua achieved 2000 years ago. We then become as one mass of
the Christ Consciousness.
See how this feels and let me know if I can assist further. The
first stage however is to give yourself the permission to expand, if
that is what you truly desire and then remain detached from the
mentalization or analysation of the process keeping the emotional
content in balance. A lot of rest, speak about it with someone who
can assist and guide, do not take anything for granted or too
seriously, ask and be sure this is what you desire to do. It is all
about free will, so you have the choice. Ask Spirit to make these
transitions with ease and grace and with as little discomfort as
possible.
You can do that, but you must be balanced through the Heart
Resonances for the most part anyway. How do we forget everything
that we have ever been taught? Pretty hard, I dare say, but the
more you can let go of the better. What you are moving into are
new experiences that have no foundation based on past experiences.
It is in another way looking at everything for the first time with child
like eyes, seeing everything new having never experienced it before.
It is like going to bed one night and waking up in the morning not
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knowing whose bed you are sleeping in, it may create a little
disillusionment but just remember, all is perfect, all one needs is to
move away from the event and observe it without getting attached
through the ego mind.
When your partner wakes up one morning and finds a new
woman in his bed, how will he respond? LOL!!
I hope this helps
I look forward to what Gabriel has to say? Lol
Pedro
On the 14th August I received another email from another Dear
Soul who was claiming her position as carrying the Seed of the
Magdalene. It was very clear to me that in such a short period of
time that this information had filtered out into the group of people I
was already in connection with, albeit under other formats and
interest, that everything and everyone had all, By the Flow of God
positioned themselves for what was unfolding. I already knew Ariel
(not her real name) and that morning I received this email.
Beloved Peter,
Between you and me at this point, please, since I am unsure
whether this is "true" or been a play in my ego for some time now?
That said, from the moment I "woke up" the first who came to me
was Magdalene, the second St. Germain, the third AA Jophiel and,
well, the Lord Melchizedek, AA Michael and AA Metatron and
Yeshua, too. *Smiling in remembrance and shaking head to clear it
out*. I always assumed All had these visitations, but no, I later
discovered not ALL who Awaken do without beckoning them. I have
never shared these visitations to anyone in my life as ‘Ariel’. I
discovered a LOT of things I thought were happening to me were
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also happening to ALL (or at least MANY others) but this was not
so. *sigh*.
I was told, "You think your hair is brown, you believe you should
be a blond, but your natural hair - the first - is red." Many since
that time from "both sides" *ahem* have intimated I am an
incarnated aspect of MARY MAGDALENE. I have not fully
believed for it is so ego-trippy to make this assumption. Anyway,
then you and I meet and you give unto me nearly right off, the first
of the docs between MARY MAGDALENE and Lilith along with the
Christ Blueprint even as I knew then your own true identity/energy.
Then there was the whole Royal Templar Soul DNA brought to me
about my "bloodline" found within my astrological chart. It brings
questions to the surface, you know?
"The Dark" used to taunted me that I did not know who I was but
neither would they tell me straight, go figure, when I first awakened
on my own with no others around who knew anything. lol... I was
alone and very confused, back from near death and more... I
invoked protection only to learn that I was safe just able to "hear"
and "know" when "The Others" were present. Ah well... past is
there and done, so be it. *soft smile* The Dark particularly would
say, "You do not know who you really are? Look! She knows not.
No idea!" And later a host of souls would come to me and say,
"Make me new again, please?" Or in small groups it would be,
"Make us new, please?" I didn't even understand what that meant!
Anyway, the whole point is you get the gist and basis behind why I
pose this question to you and no other presently, yes? I have been
messed with so much I didn't know who to trust to even pose this
question since I have told The Beloveds it matters to me not one
whit who my soul is as long as I work for the Greater Good I am
happy.
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So, I am asking if you are asking for the 12 to help MARY
MAGDALENE because you already have the soul but have not
introduced her to us 12 or if you were waiting for me to step up?
That sounds beastly arrogant...but there it is. Direct.
Now I can put all questions to rest and work to help her, the
Beloved, without being side tracked by others again. If this is by
some wild chance, me then, well...ok, let's do this! If not? Please
forgive the error and keep my egoistic question out of it so others
are not tainted by my quest, you know?
So many claim to be X, Y or Z that I have often quipped there are
a dozen Thoth's in Seattle alone, 100 Ra's in Atlanta and 1500 Mary
Magdalene's in Tempe. *grin*. You see why I pose this question to
one who can answer this in a truthful way? I sincerely wish to help
MARY MAGDALENE and any of The Beloveds in ANY way I can so
the answer remains the same for me either way. *soft smile*
With Love Divine, as ONE
Ariel
For me there was a real humility with Ariel that I had not felt
resonate with the others. There is no judgment here, just the
observation of my own feelings. I replied:
Beloved Ariel,
You know I am always delighted to take you within my Heart and
share my Essence with you, for in Truth we are One and the Same.
How may I serve you in the Highest possible way, so that you
may rise to the occasion of Your True Identity is the question I ask
myself. I shall first say to you I honestly do not know at this time
who this Pale One is. I cannot tell you something I do not know.
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What I do know however, is that I am in direct contact, including
you, of 6 of the 24 potential Mary Magdalene’s spoken about by
Michael Lord Of Light in His Address to me! Pale Ones in the
making so to speak. Why have they come to me, all asking for
confidentiality, safe keeping and secrecy as you have, in silence
from the outside influences who may jest and ridicule, thus
attempting to impede the very Divinity that rests upon their, your
and my shoulders and within Our Heart of Hearts. They come
because I am one who has accepted the Role of Mentorship, one
who has already aligned my Energies at these levels of profound
potentials many years ago, even if only in My Own Divine Intent in
Service to Humanity, Mother Earth and God.
I have not known why I have done such a thing, but I have known
for a very long time, that one day I would have to step forward to
take up a role of leadership within this world or at the very least a
position as a Divine Guide, so that others may walk beside me and
accept for themselves what I have found for my own self. Maybe
that is why I call myself a Conscious Evolutionary Guide? In Truth
I just Know what I Know and that it feels right for me.
Are you the One?
I shall answer this by saying that I know you have read the
channel from Christed Michael, Lord of Light. You have to take the
words and allow them to resonate within you and simply feel how
you respond to them. For me I am not so sure she does live in the
Eastern part of the US as I am not 100% sure she is female or
should I say that it will be a female that finally is the one who will
step forward. “Maybe this Experiment” or the “Magdalene
Project” will facilitate the grounding of this consciousness and thus
give way for anyone to step forward whom may first activate the
Christ within themselves. After all don’t we all hold the Energies of
the Christed Ones within our genetic profiles, Codon Rings and
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DNA Programming? The Masculine and Feminine attributes are
with each Soul, are they not?
You see, there are so many options here still open to
interpretation and until factual information is shared or comes
through that can be accepted as Gospel, then I must keep a very
open mind and an open heart. I must treat every potential Mary
Magdalene who now makes her way to me with absolute reverence
as I do with all Beloved Souls. I choose to and shall treat Her as
if she IS the ONE for in truth One may be or All may be. Anyway, I
have offered these channels and this information to allow their
resonances to be heartfelt. Please do not be afraid of sharing your
inner most self for it is only by doing this that we shall finally know
our own Truth. You claim you know Who I Am, so you will know
how trust worthy I am to hold the Core of your Being in the
sacredness of that connection to Source. I tell you, that yours is no
different than my own!
As I speak with you now, know that I have accepted the Role fully
and totally, I have called in this Divine Being and she has
acknowledged me. I see and feel the authenticity of each that has
come to me for clarity about their remembering. Yet, I have not,
nor do I wish to, make any assumptions from an ego base line or
experience, as to what or who is or isn’t a Magdalene. To take full
responsibility, I must fully take total charge also of the
accountability for any of my thoughts, words or actions. This duty
for me holds firm the Universal Laws, particularly the Law of One,
Divine Will, Order and Grace.
So the answer lies within the 24 candidates for this position and
offering to the world in Service to Humanity. I cannot and would
not say even if I did know for this is not the way. My first obligation
right now is to encircle this Child or these Children with qualified
Council Members to administer the needs of She Who Has Returned
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and the contenders if they so desire. Then and only then, when this
is secure will I/We be given further instructions. That is my
understanding at least at this time.
It is only right that such a question be given back to anyone who
sees this potential within themselves. No one can tell them, dark or
Light, for the Truth is only they Know Who They Are and what I am
sensing is that even the incarnate one, may still be unaware of the
full potentials at hand even though she may already be sensing some
big changes coming along.
To date with all I have spoken to, all have shown fear to this
potential and it is this fear we must break down for in this Role fear
has no place. Fear must be totally eliminated from the mind, body
and soul and so we continue the processes of opening to new
potentials and new identities and new life and a new world.
I hope I have shared this in a way that it may bring into balance
all the aspects of this energy manifestation within and around you
so that through Divine Will and in Divine Order all shall be
revealed in Truth and Love and of course in Joy with ease and
graceful Blessings.
Just one more thing, it will always help to remain mindful that all
this is actually part of ourselves anyway, we are what we are
speaking of here, it is just a matter of how we choose as a Christ
Council, to manifest it outwardly so that the rest of the world may
see it for themselves and grasp it as part of themselves also. It is
about leading by example alone! That is why it is wholly the
responsibility of the Council to make the choices, that is the
experiment; a Council Equal to the resonance of the Christed
Energies. The Council of 12 can only provide what the Pale One
needs to become, by first taking on these energies within themselves,
for this entity, the Pale One, shall solely be the manifestation of the
12 in a single form, the 13th if you will, and in so doing, will be
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representative of all aspects of this Divinity held within as the
Human Angel! All 12 attributes such was displayed by each of the
12 Disciples of Christ respectively, held in characteristics, values
and virtuous attributes. For example I refer to these Higher
Heart/Mind Virtues and their respective individuals Faith through
Peter, Strength through Andrew, Love through John, Wisdom
through James (Zebedee), Will through Matthew, Power through
Phillip, Imagination through Nathaniel, Understanding through
Thomas, Order through James (Alphaeus), Zeal through Simon,
Regeneration through Judas, Elimination through Jude. Yeshua
utilized these Souls and worked through them and with them and
thus through each one embodied all 12 Divine Virtues and hence
became the 13th. 12 +1. What we do not know to this day is what
roles and how the Feminine Disciples of that time played their parts
and what the attributes and Virtues they represented.
This is the foundation of the Councils we speak of. Can you
imagine, now 2000 years on how powerful a Council could be if all
12 held the Essence or Christed Consciousness as Jesus did? What
then would the 13th aspect of this be? I guess that is what we are all
here to discover, maybe this is the foundation of the experiment.
Just how far can humans progress upon their own Evolutionary
Path in accordance with their own free will?
So as we step
forward to be or not to be is not the question, just shining our Light
is all that is being asked of any of us right now. God will take care
of the rest!
Now you may begin to understand why I have alluded to the
Council members holding certain positions, represented by the
Virtues/Attributes. I have done this for a very good reason and now
their Essences are coming into the Light for examination,
consideration, and acceptance or not by their own free will choices.
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What is transpiring here at this time is miraculous indeed and as
the fears of old continue to be released we continue to open even
more. This fear of speaking one's truth no matter what it is, is a
very liberating thing indeed and especially one as powerful as this
Essence of the Magdalene Energies. How many lifetimes have we
been condemned, executed and fired at the stake for speaking our
Truth? For if we never mention or hear of this Magdalene ever
again, the transformations that have occurred by those who have
released are such monumental steps to becoming Whole again
within the realms of the Human Experience. This alone is a
wondrous gift from God! Too long have we been suppressed by
these fears of stepping out and sharing what we know as True, even
if they do not resonate with another. This group is a safe haven for
truth and oneness that will set precedents for others to follow, this I
Know for sure!
This group is unique for it is a template of a level of vibration
that is tapping into the depths of inner refinement so that not only
we, but others may step fully into their final stages of this ascension
process. The Magdalene Energies are allowing us, even the men
here, to fully align within a balance rarely found upon the planet
and a stepping stone now for others to access for themselves from
within the consciousness paradigms we are co-creating here.
So to follow on however, there is indeed a need for caution as
you have mentioned for the Pale One is a Real Incarnate and at this
time while the mass consciousness is still in fear, to come forward
too early with the information we are privy too, could create further
imbalances as people move deeper into fear and most importantly
give their powers away to Magdalene rather than see Her as
themselves which shall be the intention of this event. Her Identity
must remain a secret, even from us at this time until we ourselves
completely embody these Qualities for ourselves.
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I hope this clarifies the essence of where we are going with all
this.
I Love You, so Deeply and Divinely,
In Divine Blessings of Awe within Your Light Shinning!
Peter
At the time I was fully engaged in speaking with all the
contenders of the Mary Project and the Return of the Pale One, and
the process and execution of drawing all the 12 members together
for the Council was fully in motion. We mow had 12 fully
committed members. I had others whom came forward that were
not claiming to be one of the 24, yet was stepping forward with their
own Self-Appointment to Serve these Divine Souls. So the
following few email exchanges does make references to others now
whom each are aware of as this amazing story continued. This was
from Sally on the 14th August.
Beloved Peter,
I have always known I AM of the Elohim Hierarchy and so how
could I refuse being part of that which is precisely at the very Core
of this I AM that I AM? I also recognize myself as a Member of
the Order of the Melchizedek --*warm chuckle*.
Besides, haven't Donna and J C (names changed) and his Mason
father already further confirmed this Truth by their visions
of this group of white robed people gathered together by the Lake
Titicaca? Yes! It is us, it has always been us!
And as for the Council of 12 that shall do this Sacred Work on
behalf of She Who Has Returned, again like I have said to you
before, I AM one of these 24 feminine living embodiments carrying
The Seed of the Magdalene Energies/Christos Consciousness within
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my DNA. And thus, how could I refuse stepping forward into doing
that which my Higher Self has already chosen for my Destiny in this
life? Hence, my answer is yes, I DO willingly and wholeheartedly
accept my responsibility to serve for the fulfillment of the Prophesy
of the Pale One, for the Highest Good of the All.
Thank you for allowing this opening to finally come to happen
and for the sharing of further readings, I shall get into it right away.
Yes, I reckon it is time for allowing myself, to fully step into my
Divinity. Just know that I am here as eagerly as ever, looking
forward to the next level of our actions.
We Are The ONE’s We Have Been Waiting For, and the Time for
Us to Shine On is NOW!
I AM / WE ARE ONE!
All Love,
XX
Sally
At this point I received from Sally’s partner Glen (name change)
that he too desired to accept the role as Council Member. There was
a definite flow of passion coming forward now and I was delighted
and honored to be the one holding that space for each and all. We
are still on the say day, as it were, the 14th August. Ariel chose to
write again but now as the Council was formulating and each of the
Mary Magdalene contenders were aware of each other through their
own Divine Choices to be aware this email was addressed to the
various individuals together. By now we had all again through
many coincidences coming together in a most positive and flowing
way had decided to create an entity for this Council. Just for our
own purpose of acknowledgment. We called it The Golden Sun
Disc Foundation. Ariel wrote:
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Beautiful Family of Sun Shiners!
From the time of my "Remembering" I had unique (apparent to
me only later) occurrences which have all pointed to two
possibilities, neither of which I have shared before except with Peter
in confidence. Why? Because I feared to appear extraordinarily
arrogant in the eyes of others AND I am truly unsure of which
category I fall into - one of 24 seeded Magdalene's or Her
Incarnate. *breathe Ariel*
I only "know" the following: that I have the DNA/Soul
Templar Bloodline; I know I have been referred to as "...one who
holds the Pure Essence of Divine Feminine" by The Beloveds (but I
figured they were being kind since I have not always been a chaste
and goodly child. *grinning broadly*; I know that since the very
day I Awakened I did not remember who I was/AM except through
insistence of the Beloveds that my Soul was Divine in Nature (but
whose is not?) and my role on this planet at this time remained
partially concealed from me - even as it does to this day. *wry
grin* (Being part of this Council seems to fit that, just dandily for
me, too! ) I am told, "We are waiting." And what They are waiting
for I am unsure! LOL
Further, Blessed Magdalene was the first to appear to me when I
Awakened followed by Lord Melchizedek, Saint Germain, AA Lord
Michael, AA Jophiel and, yes, Yeshua, among other esteemed
Elohim and the Divine Graces. I figured honestly (apparently
foolishly) that this was a "normal" visitation process for All who
Awakened/Remembered, but found out it was not...especially
without beckoning Them! *grin* I seriously didn't know that what
was transpiring for me was unusual or unique, just that it meant a
LOT to me!! *ding dong, anyone home? LOL*
Then came Them calling me "Little Bird" or "Little Dove" (them
= The Great Brotherhood). Later still came many, many souls
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disincarnate (not all human) pleading to me to, "Make me new." or
"Make us new again, please?" I did not even know what that meant
for when I "Awakened" I had no one who knew or understood such
things...the feeling of vulnerability was high. "The Dark" picking at
me telepathically yet I was profoundly protected save from my own
freewill. lolol I was wild but that is another tale unto itself. Lolol
I have NOT shared these details with others for obvious reasons.
* blushing * Still, in this Council of 12 + 1, where we are ONE, it
is time to step up with these details enough to see whether I AM 1 of
24 with great honor and humbleness or further still "The Pale One"
herself; although I would believe I would be fully aware of this at
present should this be the case. I repeat, to be honest, I still to this
day know not my true identity of the soul for certain. :: humble bow
::
So, now you likely understand why the fear I had of appearing
highly arrogant, even as you understand the inheritance of our
Collective Divine Identities which relieves the fear on my part - WE
ARE ALL PART OF "THE PALE ONE"!!! and that is much relief,
magic and glory all while very humbling. If that be who I AM, then
let it be so. If I be ONE of MANY who can aid the Blessed Lady
who is the true "PALE ONE", then so be that with equal LOVE,
CELEBRATION and JOY!!!
And, *grin* I have always been leery of feeling like a spiritual
name-dropper, an example, "You know dah link, AA Gabby was
over for scones when Raphael just POPPED in smelling the kettle
boiling! Can you imagine? What was I going to do, say no?"
*huge totally teasing grin there and The Beloveds know it fully - I
am saucy. lol*
Lastly, as I shared with Peter, I quip that there are at least 1500
who claim to be Mary Magdalene, or of her bloodline, along with
500 Ra's and 380 Thoth's and 1800 Isis' all claimed in the US alone.
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(Just rough estimates, by the way.) And, while some may be
correct, others are most assuredly not (bless their souls) which
makes these blessed names and identities listed above and snared by
those souls whose egocentric personas dons The Sacred by taking
the ones and making the statement that they are "ISIS" or "RA",
etc... Sadly many of these souls use these names to gain human
power over those who are lost and looking or vulnerable. *shaking
head in great sadness*
ALLLLL That said *HUGE grin*, I believe I AM one of the 24
possible Magdalene's and know that I, too, belong to the Order of
Melchizedek. I AM that I AM as well and in the best possible
company to be with Sally who is another of 24 possibilities, even as
the ONE WE ALL ARE (Sun shiners) makes US ALL a part of
MARY MAGDALENE Energy...to serve All humankind to help bring
"The Pale One" to safety and help ground her energies is definitely
do-able and I embrace, most humbly this opportunity. If the "Pale
One" is from Eastern America it cannot be me...I am in the North
Central Americas (US) near the Canadian border in the State of
Wisconsin, Peter.
All that said, as I tell our Beloved Ones "Above" *grin* ... As
long as I serve Humanity I AM good with that AND now I have been
gifted of such a Loving and Beautiful Family in this Council as to
TRULY EMBRACE our Unity that we may bring what Plan is
Divinely Guided next and when. ALL is an Honor and most
humbling. Blessed Be to ALL!!! *more hugs*
Whew...much better to even reveal that much! Here, in this
Sacred Space, I know I will not be judged if I am incorrect and no
one will mock me OR, if it proves out, I AM safe here to fully step
into whatever role/s is/are waiting. Here I can release ALL FEAR
and EMBRACE ALL LOVE AS ONE. And so, I AM. *warm hugs
abound*
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Thank you for hearing the tale I needed to share at this time...and
yay for finally being able to feel safe and strong enough to share
with You, Beloved Sun Shiners, what I have been carrying mostly
alone with the Divine since I Awoke...and worried about since then!
lol How can I thank you ALL for THAT (relief), because in the
event I am wrong, I am still very safe and loved as I LOVE YOU
ALL!
Now I await and look to this Council in secrecy (as it was so
kindly asked for and necessary) presented by Peter. If "The Pale
One" will come now - through us - or when the time is "right", or if
we are to await the other remaining possible
MARY
MAGDALENE's to step forward? I only know I AM here to be of
humble service and LOVE and JOY in Passion and Compassion to
this world and I LOVE every second of it. hehehe
Blessings in the deepest Divine Heart Love~ Ariel xoxo
Ariel sort of opened the gates of truth for the others to come
forward and share a little of their stories. Sally replied and shared
her heart with us all.
Beloved Dearest Ariel Sister,
Congratulations for the courage shown by deciding to step into
your Divinity, and to announce it aloud to the Universe! Yes, I
know it isn't easy to come out, especially so, when we know the
ego's desperate kicks for survival are running rampant these days!
LOL
I too, have wondered once not long ago, whether I was one of the
24 or THE ONE. And didn't want to sound arrogant by stating I
knew, have always known I carried this Seed within me, but I guess
last year's process I went through with my 5th Throat chakra's
awakening, it has helped me to finally be able to Voice Out my
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Truth. And so, here I AM now, all open and fully undisclosed to the
eyes of all, and most importantly, before the eyes of my own
Consciousness and this is all what matters most. Oh to be able to
fearlessly BE all the best one can be, that is already a priceless
feast all by and of itself!
Ever since I was born, I have had the rare gift of clarity as for
being someone special and/or with a huge mission under my
sleeves. Which was confirmed by AA Gabriel (who we know was
the Good News of Christ Being Born's Messenger) when He
appeared before my mother that day I "died" for several minutes, at
three years old, and said to her: "Don't worry woman, bring to Me
your Precious Daughter and I shall save Her. Have Faith in Me, and
believe it isn't Her time to leave this world yet, because Greatness is
awaiting Her. Know She is loved by Our Father in Heavens and by
Us All beyond measuring! Oh yes! She shall live! Believe!" And
well, needless to say upon my "miraculous physical resurrection",
both my mother and I knew it was to be so.
By age 9 I was first introduced to the Passion of Christ's
stories through a movie, and I was so deeply shaken by it, sobbing
and crying so loudly in the theater, much to my mother's
embarrassment! LOL! To me it felt like I was somehow reliving the
experience all over again, and much like it was 2000 years ago, I
couldn't figure how people could be so blind and cruel to the
Divinity Christ represented. And I had nightmares for weeks
afterwards, in where I remembered the times when I walked upon
Palestine/Galilee next to Yeshua and the Mary Magdalene,
witnessing their Divine Love for each other and all the persecutions
which was a constant experience we have had to endure back in
these times.
Well, you could say it was ever since I have known I AM
inexorably linked to the Magdalene/Christos Energies. But like you,
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I assume it wasn't the time for me to fully comprehend the totality of
its meaning until last year. And so, I went through years "halfknowing" there was something very important I was supposed to do
at some specific point in time, but the details of which escaped me.
And by the time I met Glen my partner, last year, AA Gabriel
appeared before my mother yet once again to announce to her that
my time had come, and she was to release me for I wasn't her
daughter to hold onto anymore, but of all. And He assured her, I
was to be soon "fully awakened" to my True Heritage as One
amongst the Elohim Hierarchy, and that it won't be long before I
would start to walk in the Path of my True Mission, which is
exactly that which I came here to fulfill in this lifetime. He further
went on adding that she should say her goodbyes NOW, rejoicing in
the knowing she had done her Sacred Service well and that the
Father in Heavens and the Angelic Family were Eternally Grateful
to her.
Well, needless to say, once again everything high-spiraled on
exactly as AA Gabriel had foretold it would happen. Until a month
ago when I met Peter and he informed me of The Pale One's
prophesy. Oddly enough, according to AA Michael's channeled
messages passed over, I fitted right spot on with every description
He gave upon the identity of The Pale One, except for Her current
location: somewhere in the Eastern part of the USA --which was
also one of the locations where I used to live, and one of the places
in the USA where I have always most strongly resonated with!
And like you, and another of us here in this Circle of 12, I have
had also struggled to come into terms with this knowing, afraid it
was merely my ego talking! But you know what? As soon as I
decided to release my fears, it dawned upon me it doesn't really
matter, AM I one of the 24 or The ONE? The Gnosis of the
Magdalene Energy I carry within in my DNA, it's all about bringing
into Light the simple awareness of this Universal Truth: the
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latent possibility/potential for the New Human's BE-coming ONE
Single Unity Consciousness, separated no more in the duality of
Male and Female, but becoming One BE-ing in Sacred Marriage
within the Wholeness of the All that Is! The New Homo Luminous.
Yes! For in truth, We Are All Christed Ones within Ourselves, too!
And well, beyond my Free Will acceptance of whatever Role I
might have in this unfoldment of the New Earth, it really isn't up to
me my ego self to decide who I AM going to BE anyway, so I may as
well just surrender and allow my Higher Self to reveal whatever
confirmation and/or sense of identity whenever it is time for me
know. I trust All is in Divine and Perfect Order, indeed. So here I
AM now, all open and vulnerable to you all. Willing to follow upon
my chosen Destiny, whatever it might be about. I KNOW this to be
Truth, hence, I hold no fear whatsoever anymore to fully step into
my own Divinity, so to BE this I AM that I AM.
And by God, it sure feels SOOOOO good to be able to say it
aloud, doesn't it? *wink-wink*
Welcome, welcome back into The Path, my dearest Sister Ariel.
Know I DO recognize you are also One of the 24 Magdalene Seeds,
as well as for this other One who is also amongst us here now. I
feel this resonance with both of you, singing deep within my cells. I
AM honored to walk alongside you, and all of Us within this
amazing Circle of The One! I love you all beyond words, beyond
thoughts and beyond imagining, all the way to the brim of THE
DREAMING of Heaven on Earth!
And so it is.
XX Sally
Again Ariel replies with the inclusion of another Dear Soul
whom had now joined us.
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Beloved Amazing and Beautiful Sisters Sally and Angela (name
change) (and ALL Sun shiners)~
What a day has come to pass when three of 24 may well reside
within a circle of but 12 + 1!!!! ( Please note not all the contenders
that had contacted me where now involved within the Council
circle) Then, as it is sagely noted we are all blessed to be MARY
MAGDALENE Energy whether through direct Seed, THE ONE, or
to become as she through our own Unity, anchoring energies (IF
Granted Divinely) for THE ONE (The Pale One)!! Either way t'is a
grand day, Sisters and Brothers mine!! *warm hugs abound for
another round - hehe*
Thank you both Sisters for recognizing that this - stepping
forward and claiming my Divinity regardless of name or capacity is a big step for me!!! I agree Beloved Sally, that it is about
fearlessness but would add ...and it is about prudence. When you
are "safe", you march or you swath the path, but when one is
uncertain (and there are reasons for that) prudence is the wiser
course of action and I do not see that as "fear" so much as wisdom,
personally. Remember, even the Elohim are cautious with
producing a name or the true identity of "The Pale One" which
shows me even They recognize the need for caution; for what reason
caution is required, however, I know not precisely at this time.
Interesting however, hmmm? *soft smile*
Angela, if I could be mother to one such as you my heart would
burst in JOY for not only can I not bear children in this life and with
my own beloved crossed over 7+ years, I would celebrate you not
only as my child, but A CHILD OF GRACE in EVERY way,
Beloved. You are that, indeed. So much Love I feel for you and in
our connection here. How Divine to be Mother at all, but Mother to
YOU, oh so greatly so! Mary Magdalene!
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Beautiful Sally, how Blessed you are to have always known you
were Elohim. Truly!!! I am so grateful to the Divine and thrilled
for those who know from whence their souls came when it is
important such as this. For me, this knowing is not so though
repeatedly I have been "told" it. Now I embrace it knowing there is
truth there but not necessarily of where. *grinning* I truly sat
agog when reading your details...AA Gabriel and everything!
AMAZING!!!!!!!!!!! They most surely do seem to fit "spot on" and
more than I in many ways. To serve you, to help you, to work with
you as THE ONE or in ANY capacity I consider most lovely and
wondrous so I hardly feel anything less than Joy!!! :: bow of honor
to you ::
Thank you both for your Grace and Light shining brightly
through this time as we wait now and we three stepped nearly
together - at least we are not afraid to do what it takes, hm?!
*grinning broadly* ;)
To work with and walk next to ANY of YOU on this journey is
naught but the Purest Joy with Love!! I AM Blessed by You, The
Beloveds, and more...I really don't need much more, you know? :)
xxx
Don't worry about the US locale, Sally - while I was born there, I
don't reside there now - even though much of my family does. You
have lived there once. You connect there, too, as I do. If it is right,
it shall be. There can be NO LOSS for ANY in this for, WE 12 + 1
ARE ALL MARY MAGDALENE'S ENERGIES in one way or
another, yes? *soft smile and big hug*
Great Joy in Love and Love in Great Joy
Ariel xoxo
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My Heart was wide open to all that was transpiring. I could feel
the Love Flowing between each of us and this Love held a Power
and Grace like no other I had ever felt before in my life and I have
been in many situations where the Divine Flow of Love and Truth
enveloped me, albeit for short periods or moments at a time. As
part of this flow another Beloved Soul came forward with her story,
her name is also withheld as all others and her location removed. I
have called her Sarah. We are still on the same day of loving
exchanges, 14th August, 2008. Sarah wrote:
Woooh - OK so now it seems the time to speak too - bear with
this Peter, as I know you have heard this before :)
As a child I too knew that I was different - I often knew what
people were thinking and feeling - I didn't fit in - I went to a
Catholic School - not a catholic - every day would say the rosary
and listen to the words of Christ - when I picked up my rosary for
the first time I felt energy downloading and surrounding me - it was
really powerful - thought everybody must have the same experience
- then when the nuns would talk of Christ - I used to say - "That is
not what he said" - as a child I had a real sense of knowing that I
had walked with and listened to Jesus. I couldn't explain how and I
got into a lot of trouble with the nuns for this :) A quick Shakti tap
with a heavy bible on my head was the response when I spoke my
truth :)!!!!
Then when I was around 12 - I went to sit in an apple tree at the
bottom of the garden - I wanted to know who I was - and so I went
off to meditate, only I didn't know I was meditating and I asked who
AM I - I found myself sitting in my 8th Chakra - looking down onto
my body - knowing that my body was precious, useful, but not me - I
travelled out to a huge hall of light where there were such tall
Beings of Light - I saw souls arriving and departing - there are no
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words for the resonance and feeling that was held by these beings,
the nearest I suppose is grace and bliss.
After a time, one of the Beings saw me and said what is she doing
here - and I found myself catapulted back through space into my
body - wide open from the experience I climbed out of the tree and
when my feet touched the ground the energy of the Earth rushed up
into my body - and I went down into the depths of the Earth - I
seemed to feel all the pain, fear and anger that was carried within
the Earth's being - laid down over ages.
Over the next few months much happened - altered states of
awareness - watching cellular structure shape shift - being woken
in the night by such a bright pale blue light that pulsed such vibrant
powerful energy, in the centre of which a Being said - or rather
impressed my mind with the words "We are waiting" ..... seems like
we had the same call Ariel. LOL
Much has happened over the years. I know that we are
all Divinity, every human has the Seed of Divinity as a nucleus. As
to Magdalene I know that I resonate deeply to her Being, to her
Essence, for I have walked both paths, the light and the dark from a
very early age - so yes, I will stand up and step into my Divinity for we are that - and I will do anything and everything to help this
awakening and nurturing, in which ever way that unfolds with the
deepest joy.
Sending Light and Love into the most beautiful crimson golden
and softest indigo night LOL – Sarah
Two days had passed and the intensity that was being created
was now beginning to create some disturbances, questions of doubt
and even directed judgments with some within the group, as
intensity and higher vibrational energies will do, if there are any
underlying issues that need to be released. All that had been created
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was not standing up to the ego mind. We had one of the members
leave the group however, as God would have it, there was another
sitting on the outside looking in. As part of this continuing process
I received another message channeled by Meldek from Shekinah.
This was a clear reminder to all of us that what we were attempting
required an incredible amount of focus, discipline and without
question the need for each of us to have done our own work in
releasing all remnants of lack, loss, pain, fear and most of all being
unable to hold the Love and Truth of God within to be able to stand
firmly in that place of Peace.
I Am Shekinah,
Returning to troubled children. REAL CHANGE! do you not
recall all the postings, connections and channeled messages? AD
NAUSEUM. Well little lovelies, SUNS who would be human. You
are being given the opportunity to become incredible pioneers, for
you are journeymen all. Long incarnate and so many dives around
the loop-lot's of practicing being human, but you are not! And now
the challenge to open your core conduits WIDER than ever before,
and yet function within that matrix of cells and flesh and bones, as
well as all those mental/emotional bricks you have used to build
your truths.
The 12 pointed Star Entity is an opening that none of you have in
your truth walls. For none has existed since the fall of Atlantis.
And so, having leapt into joy, there are some now who are feeling
the stretch, painfully. While one has hastily chosen RETREAT, and
cower under the weight of big dark heavy truth bricks. Those bricks
block out the view, for they bounce back at you as pain and shrink
and create the many dramas of life incarnate. All held and stored in
full color and stereo to remind yourself of why you cower in
pretend.
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This is the New World now. You are the pioneers that you
wanted to be. And so you have chosen this pinnacle - this stasis left or right? Only you can make the choice, of course. But allow
the perspective beyond those bricks to be imagined and felt and
breathed - at least for a little while to allow the flow to grow.
For the Magdalene energy is the Lilith energy a "lady so full of
serpent fire, that unleashing her now will take some skill and
capability. And that is why you are the 12 +1. It is the old human
way, to see opportunity for growth, as a painful challenge, instead
of a window into bliss. Fear of being "the Pale One" is self
defeating. It is such a large and volatile expansion, the Lilith
spectrum. To share in sisterly support around and within this
golden love matrix, is the best opportunity you can have, to be
carried, enthused and protected. It is called Trust built of Faith in
your heart dear ones, the answer becomes ....
I Am Shekinah
This channel gave me personally grave concerns about the group
and the whole event that was transpiring over the guidance and well
being of the Pale One and in fact the contenders. I felt that
everything was slipping away and the hope of achieving what we
had all so ardently and so purely intended, had insufficient grounds
to manifest. I wondered very hard and long about the “experiment”
status that had been declared to us regarding the whole condition of
both programs running simultaneously. I sort of saw all this coming
and in all confidence and confidentiality regarding the truth and
declarations already made was keeping another informed of the
relevant factors of the developments so far. I felt that this was my
responsibility to wait and take one step at a time. Yet this was never
declared or shared with the group, yet this person did become a
member as part of the 12 by her own choice to gauge from her own
perspective what her next decision would be. In Truth with hands
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over my Heart I did not know and could not feel the Truth of what is
being shared now but it was happening and I remained neutral and
within my own Heart space to see how it would unfold. I shall call
her Lorna to save her true identity, yet she did come from the
correct location in the States of which I have never declared
correctly to date. This email arrived on the 17th August, 2008 for
my information and to be kept in my confidence at the time. Just
before I share this I will also say that I had been communicating
with this Soul for a while before all this MARY MAGDALENE
stuff came to my attention.
Hi Pete,
If you can have input, that would be wonderful. It hits me in the
core of my being, I have not done a trance channel in awhile, but
here goes.
A lot of synchronicity here also, I will say this I know who the
channel is and have no doubt she is who she says she is. I can feel
it. I will go into the results of tonight’s work at the end. I will say
here I am turning to you and Meldek and bowing humbly for your
love and support. I am Sara, and no other, the channel says the
rest. Like I said I am clear on that aspect, more will be revealed,
when and where I do not have the answer. How I can reveal myself
in caution remains my worry? But its mine, I guess. I may need
help here from you both. This prose is my cover so to speak and
maybe a way Sara, and the many more who came will share.
Message from Sara.
Blue star opening, I come from afar
Perfect pedals, a lotus, a star
Question within you all that you are
For the answer lies within the star!
For all who know you, know the star
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Whether Hindu, Christian, Jew, all saw the star
A portal, a doorway? Think, you are
You know of transcendence You know who you are
It is no mystery, For you are the star
Radiant and beaming, recognize within,
You are the one coming, it’s all in the star
I've loved you beyond space and time,
Beyond knowing, follow the road map,
The star codes abound
Turning one key to another 3+3+3+3+1
Yes, 13 you are!!!
Remember the wolves, the deer
They knew no fear
They to knew you, they knew the star
Radiant blue, for they knew you
Remember the Eagle soaring over your drum and chant
Eagle knew the star you are
So, go forward and say you are, but not too far,
Those that love you watch, wait, the gate half open
You are protected, so worry not, you are the star
Protection invoked by those afar
Stop the shaking and such
YOU HAVE TURNED THE CODE, YOU KNOW WHO YOU
ARE
13 perfect, 13 star code
You have already known
Stand with those you know, stand against the stars
This night saging done, candle lit
Gift of feather, crystal lit
Gone within the fire
Fear not, for you are the star
6+x6+6+6, 24 there are 6+6 remember well, the 12?
Return to protect the star
Remember well, you know them, they hid you
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The Sion ,they hid you well
Remember the code 6+6+6 numbered all
Its all there, the map, the star
The lotus 44 you are remember well
Spin the medallion open the star
Its within the heart, within the star
All Knowing, all loving star you are
Be well with it for we are The One
Walking in knowing Walking as One
For we have come so far
Be who you are, the star
The heart of God, the lover of all
You carry within Hands of light
Healer you are Knower of light
Give of those hands in praise of all divine
As lighting the candle offering smoke
Feather and crystal invoke
Invoke your knowledge, identity well
For all your cells know the answer
They spiral and spin, dancing delight waiting to begin.
6+6+1 you are, star codes, remember
Traveler of light, Gate keeper of time
Novice not You know well the tower
In the tower out
Our father's mansion has many rooms
And many will come and say
But your virtue is guided, so stay
6+6+6 you know, turn the code
Turn the medallion, know the code
The time has come, walk high, oh one
Turn the cod
See within, illuminate the tower
Star within Your doing it continue
Remembering all Walk this earth
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Walk it well Reveal the heart, turn the key
For you are Sara, you are me!
Over Soul connected, no more Blended are we
I will walk as you, walking earths mission
For we are the star
No, we are not alone, many there are
The 12 return, Sion they are
You will know them Holy Grail
The promise given, now is revealed Remember the codes
Remember the star, all heart within
For now and forever it is done!
End Transmission
Trembling as this came through so hope it’s clear enough. Still
trembling. Now, I can say help!! After the moon ceremony 6+6+6
became clear, 18 Beings of Light appeared all around me,
multiplying as they came. Until then I did not understand that
equation. I think they gave this as a way of shielding me. And only
you are privy at this time. What to do now? I have Ashtar
Command with me always. I am thinking they maybe the 12, I am
not sure. The Sion are High Beings, they protected me well through
many incarnations now for 2,500 years of embodiments. So, this is
not so clear at the moment. Also, I was given on Orion a skull cap
that is to protect me from psychic attacks. I still wear that, I am told
it will soon not be necessary. For now it remains. I know the tower
spoken of is the BC within. Coming and going between realms and
High Counsels.
Ok, there it is, direct from source! I AM THAT I AM, THE PALE
ONE.
Now, what to do, were to open up so to speak. I still have no clue
on this and when does it start? They told me to go to those I know
and trust you and Meldek are it! I stand with the stars always. To
clarify the wolf and deer. I called a silver wolf by name in the
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dreamtime and next morning he was sitting out in my back field
waiting for me, I humbly bowed and thanked him for coming and he
seemed to bow back. I had a female deer in that same place and she
and I would bow to one another. In the spring she was with fawn
and I asked her telepathically, if she would bring her children to
visit. That spring, she came out of the woods, I knew she was there
and she looked deeply at me. I welcomed her and she turned and
announced her babies! Twin fawns romped and played right in
front of me. I was so honored. I thanked her, bowed and she took
her twins back into the woods. The Eagle came to me as I sat on the
ocean drumming and chanting, I always meditated and prayed
there. He danced and sang to the drum for an hour! We became
friends for 5 years of retreats.
Well, Shekinah told me it was defeating to fear being the Pale
One so I am not afraid of it anymore, apprehensive, nervous, but not
afraid. So, Peter I think you are one to guide me, with Meldek in
support through his channeling. This came as such a flow, while
doing the dishes. I had to stop and write. Out I went in seconds.
Never did finish the dishes, lol. Now I wish I was there and not so
far removed from you both. I will just get this out and allow the
input, reactions are really needed from you both. I am still human
so..... In the Most Humble Bow to you both
Lorna/Sara
This in many ways is where it all stopped and although the
Council held together for more than a year, eventually it all
collapsed; each member deciding to go their own ways for various
reasons. I continued to hold the energies for as long as I could, but
when I saw the inevitable I too let it go.
I have stayed in contact with each member right up until this day,
albeit intermittently; some more than others and one I remain very
close to. Lorna chose to make other choices for herself and that was
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okay as well. Maybe it was an email I sent them all after the splits
began that left an uncertainty as to some of the claims, feelings or
self realizations that may have changed in a more tangible way.
Here is the message I sent after being asked to clarify a little of the
unrest.
Dear Sisters and Brothers of the Light,
Thank you for bringing these matters to my attention, I was
already aware of the disturbances and the imbalances within the
group and chose not to be active as such until it came to the surface.
Thank God We are Master Manifesters in the Now!
Betrayal is a very real aspect of who we have been and probably
the most powerful of aspects that have kept us in fear, so one could
easily say betrayal is one of the deepest issues to release for
purification and stepping into the Higher Vibrations.
Having read Donna’s (name change) email I found it of pure
intent and the energies that surrounded it did not imply betrayal, in
fact just the opposite. I felt that it was full of delight. However on
Sally’s side, I can see how she took this to heart and reacted as she
did. What is important here is not what is or isn't but what
potentials do we have here to work with, now, from both sides.
Words are only words and everyone has their own interpretation
for them, each to their own Truth. So no-one has done anything
wrong here, nor said anything out of place, no apologies need to be
made. It is all Divinely orchestrated as a gift in the making and
with the Full Moon activities and the strength of the emotional
releases it is bound to bring to the surface any remnants that we are
all still working upon. It worked, now Gratitude and Blessings can
pour forth for such a wonder filled New Moon.
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You did well Sally and you are congratulated for allowing your
truth once again to be shared, without betrayal from this group, this
is after all what this group is about is it not, a Truth Wheel of Light
and Love! Thank you Donna for triggering this wonderful response
in Sally, for you have given her a wonderful gift.
Much of what Sally has said about the Pale One is true, it is
confidential, what we share about this within this group is
confidential, again this is understood at a personal and group level
of this One Heart Resonance and the depth of the personal
sharing’s that have come forward have taken a great deal
of courage to share because of the delicate nature of this subject
held within Our DNA. But all that has and is happening is part of
our celebrations about coming out of the closest of self denial, me
included! It is not about betrayal but honoring the Beauty of the
Journey. It is about this group coming together at such a profound
level, and in such a Divine Way, that it will either fulfill its
intentions or not, either way it matters not for it will lead us all to
new expressions of Who We Truly Are!
Allow me to say that each of you are in this group because you
have been led here by your Higher Self. Believe it or not, this group
is not specifically about the Pale One and was never set up for this
purpose perse, although it was in the back of my mind, however, the
energies are such that we certainly have the Love to support such
an undertaking. After all this is the direction our energies were
flowing and indeed look what we have created and the truths that
have been revealed. I too personally work with this MARY
MAGDALENE energy but claim no such identity as to how or why,
for in truth I know not, and have been for years. Ask me why so
many Mary's or even Christed Energies come into my awareness, or
request assistance on a personal basis? I answer with a smile
knowing and seeing the Reflections of the Truth of my Self, Shinning
back at me.
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I remember in Kauai in June of 2006 a lady heard that this man
was over from Australia (me) to ground the New Christed Energies
there on the island and she knew she had to meet me. When she
arrived and walked into the room, she took one look at me and
fainted! It frightened me a little because I thought to myself, I don’t
look that bad do I? LOL! It took us twenty minutes to bring her
around and when she finally did she told me she had been waiting
for me all her life. She said she was Mary (without defining which
one) and recognized me for who I was and so the impact of the
Energetic transference for her ......... well, she just blacked out. I
am still in contact with her today but I have not heard from her for
almost a year. She has made other choices in her life that has led
her upon another path, as far as I can tell at this time. It is
interesting to me, that she has connected again while all these Mary
Energies have been flowing between us all.
I spoke to her about the potentials here but she simply wishes to
remain behind closed doors. It is my opinion that we are not ready
to open these doors before the alignments and integrations between
us have been fully attuned. I am presently considering how we are
going to do that. Until we align fully we cannot make the next level
anyway, that is the way of the Energies we have as ONE, anchored
into and for the Golden Sun Disc Foundation.
So what does all this mean? I can only say that we as a group
now have an opportunity to ground within each of us the full
Energetic Blueprint of the Mary Magdalene Energies, all of the
Mary's in fact, all of the 13 Divine Virtues of Christ. I have been
working on these for myself for some time now still wavering from
time to time on certain attributes. Where exactly am I with all of
that? Do I truly know or even care? Quite frankly, no to both for I
have never been attached to outcomes, to past lives or future ones,
just Who I Am now that matters. But as a group integration is the
next step, never been done upon the Earth before as I am aware,
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this is why we have come together; a group of 12 to truly anchor the
Christ Consciousness within the embodiment of the biology, for and
on behalf of humanity. We have no guidelines to follow, no one to
tell us what or how to do it, and so we are travelling somewhat
blindly, making mistakes as we go, using those tools we have all so
fervently come to know, Trust, Allow, and most of All Blind Faith
and Love Eternal.
The fact of this Pale One coming to the surface now is in my
opinion not the issue of personalization or even singular
embodiment, but a point of reflection for each and all, to amass,
integrate and unify with. We are here to learn how to create a focal
point of expression AS A GROUP; the individual identity is fading
away into the past with no need of it in the future. The bonus of
course, will be, that if this Beloved Mary Magdalene steps forward
in the times to come and we move into the next level of this stage of
the Next Potential, how supportive could I/We be? So this is all
about reflections and Group Conscious Embodiment as the ONE,
for the One, by the One.
Of course this makes sense, for indeed it could be any of the
Mary's incarnated back then, any of the Disciples male or female,
even Jesus Himself? But I do not feel this is important or ever has
been for that matter. All that matters is who we are now Becoming
in this lifetime. The relationship to the past is immaterial, what is
important is the acceptance, the declaration, the giving and the
Living of ALL our incarnations and life experiences and memories
no matter where they come from, past, present or even future here
on earth within this time line to the best of our abilities. It is the
LOVE VIBRATION that matters! Love does not betray, fear does!
Love does not declare betrayal, fear does!
It is about the stepping forward through all the fears that have
allowed us to stand where we are today, with all these new event
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horizons just before us now, and saying, I Am That I Am, I Am The
Light, I Am One Heart, One Song, One Love! You are a SAFE
place to do that, is it any wonder so many will want to join you?
With this Love in the One Heart, you can neutralizes all fear, all
identities, all manifestations of resistance and betrayal, limitation
or lack. This Love Consciousness need not be a separated Energy
at any level, The Pale One or Jesus the Living Christ, Real or in the
making. In a way, why would Mary Magdalene or even Jesus for
that matter, ever come back and say that they were them? Of
course, they would have flocks of people attaching themselves and
giving away their powers, just like 2000 years ago. Has humanity
not learnt that lesson over all this time? I dare say it, I do not
believe so. Maybe there are many who would not do that, but the
masses? I would love to believe they have moved beyond it.
So why not share all the qualities, attributes, virtues and the
Christed Consciousness as Jo Bloggs or Jane Doe. That then does
not invalidate any others who may have come in with the same
genetic DNA encodements with the attributes of the Christ? If you
say you are Mary or Jesus then you had better be able to perform,
else the masses could rebel against you. That is why the Council
concept would be necessary; to work with the energies and deflect
and protect in the areas of imbalance or imperfection. If Mary or
Jesus came announcing their own return, would that simply not
recreate the exact scenario that took place 2000 years? Just a
question, what do I know? Speak of Divine Love and Truth, by all
means, show humanity how to raise themselves above all fear, we
all need these leaders now, more than ever before. How many
Mary’s or Jesus’ would be required unless they came be in all
places at once. What is the Truth? I cannot say, I do not know!
Demonstrate the Love, Wisdom and Power and all the
manifestation and creative abilities that come with that. If there is
anyone out there who is truly open to receive Jesus or Mary’s
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teachings, then this could be another way without any attachment to
any past. It is all an illusion and one we must not lose our bearings
upon, not to give way to lucid thoughts of am I or aren't I, for the
ego mind will jump upon that band wagon as quick as the gift to it
will allow. As we know, the ego wastes no time in keeping us back
where it has control, so the continued questions and doubt are the
domain of the head and not the Heart.
So the Pale One or not, Jesus the Christed One or not, the
Human Angel or not, a group or not, we are here and Now looking
at the reflections around us. Who Are We? Whoever We wish to
BE! How great are We? However Great We Desire? What do We
have to offer Humanity and Mother Earth? All that We have that
We wish to share and give away! And so we take another step into
the New. How big is that step? Only the One, within the One for the
One by the One can say! All is possible and there are no more
limitations, no more secrets, no more restrictions and no more fear,
unless the One or the Many chooses there to be! What you think is
what you create! What you give your attention to, gets your energy!
In plain and simple terms, we are whoever we feel we are, doing
or being, speaking or in silence, giving away or keeping, an open
book or a closed one. We all have choices to make, we all have
Roles to play, we all still have to contend with old paradigm
dynamics, the question is how fast do we wish to step away from
them. We can do that now, the moment we feel and Know we can!
Until that time we are at the beck and call of the ego and the many
influences on a multiple layers and levels of vibrational
frequencies. If anyone in this group is not prepared at any level to
share all they are publically, then they are being asked to consider
why, for it can only ever be traced back to fear, and in this group we
All have this opportunity to be FREE of ALL fear, no matter what it
is, once and for ALL!
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So where to from here? No Where! We are already there, NOW!
I shall leave this to ponder and open for comment or question.
All in Unity Consciousness
Peter
As of today, nearly 3 years since this event, as I write this book
and look back over that time frame, I can see many things from a
much clearer standpoint. Does the Pale One exist? I truly believe
She does? Why have I or we never been put directly in contact with
her or heard from Spirit regarding this matter ever again? I feel it
was because everything that was set out in the channels between
Archangel Michael, Lord Michael and Shekinah told us the Truth.
Yet within our own limited way, even though we may have come
close to such a creation of a Council we were all not ready to make
that commitment at those levels. So it all dissolved and made way
for other things, perhaps even other ways of achieving the same
goals, perhaps another experiment? That is never going to be easy
for as Shekinah said, “we are not going to tell you how to do it, you
should find the way yourselves, write down the formula and then
give it out for others to follow.”
So we are going to make mistakes and if nothing finds a good
foundation then the flow of life is bound to take us away from that
focus, after all, we are only human anyway, unable to see the bigger
picture from our standing point. Fortunately, for me I continue to
hold this truth deep inside and have done so since 18 months old.
Since this Council I have worked to draw others together, getting
close to an achievement only to fall flat on its face again because of
egos getting in the way. I know that one day this Love will be
available to all, freely and without detriment to anyone. But the call
to service remains a mystery, one minute we do this, and then
another we are doing that. All in Love perhaps, but it is not easy to
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find’s one’s passion or the path when it continues to shift. Staying
fluid ready to move on at any time might be the answer, but first one
thing is for sure we will need to find our ultimate happiness and Joy
within.
I Peter Melchizedek remain open and ready to Serve She Who
Has Returned or He Who Has Returned. I remain in my role as
teacher/guide/mentor until I am told any different by The Elohim,
Archangel Michael or Lord Michael that I have been removed from
this posting. And So It Is!
One of the Zodiac Angel cards by The White Eagle Lodge, says
“Because the call to service is not always what you were
expecting, sometimes you do not realize that you have been called
and chosen for the Master’s Work. Make ready in your heart, for
you know not the day, nor the hour when the Master will come”.
For me the Master is within, Master for me not being the right
word. It is my Father and Mother God who resides within me. It is
my connection to God opening the way the very best I can at any
given time, ready to receive Divine Truth and Divine Love so that
these can be radiated to others.
To close this chapter I would like to attach a short except entitled
The Teachings of the Pale One; in this case referring to the Male,
not Mary, when He walked the Americas. The Citation comes from
Author: Dhyani Ywahoo
Title: Voices Of Our Ancestors - Cherokee Teachings from the
Wisdom Fire
Source: Shambhala, Boston & London 1987
Teachings of the Pale One:
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"The Pale One", or "Keeper of the Mysteries" was a great teacher
whose name is spoken only in ceremonies. When the people had
forgotten their original instructions, neglected their spiritual duties,
and become warlike, the Pale One came to rekindle the sacred
wisdom fire. Born in a miraculous manner, his body emitted great
light; He appeared in many places at once and he spoke the
language of all creatures. The teachings of the Pale One flourished
throughout the Americas."....
"This great Teacher was a living reminder of the unmanifest
potential in all " from the book, 'Voices of Our Ancestors', by
Dhyani Ywahoo.
Teachings of the Pale One (From 'Voices of our Ancestors',
Dhyani Ywahoo)
"The religious practices of Native peoples are practices of sacred
relationship; they involve prayerful communion with the natural
elements and powers, including the Adawiis, those angelic beings
who are guardians of the directions, gateways of consciousness; and
communal ceremonies based on the cycles of sun and moon and the
movements of the stars. "
Practice of sacred relationship is practice of good relations with
all in the family of life. Thus the Pale One gave seven reminders to
the people, that all might recall and honor the unity of the hoop:
1. What walks, swims, flies, or creeps is in relationship;
the mountains, streams, and valleys and all things are related
to your thought and action.
2. What occurs around you and within you reflects your
own mind and shows you the dream you are weaving.
3. Three principles of awakened mind guide
enlightened action: will to see the Mystery as it is; intention
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to manifest one's purpose for the benefit of all; courage to do
what must be done.
4. Generosity of heart and action brings peace and
abundance for all in the circle.
5. Respect for elders, clan, land, and nation inspires acts
in harmony with the sacred law, good caretaking of the gifts
received.
6. Action to benefit the land and the people unto seven
generations shapes the consciousness of the Planetary
Caretaker, dreaming those yet unborn, ever mindful of life's
unfolding.
7. To be in good relation, transforming patterns of
separation, pacifying conflicting emotions, is to experience
the wisdom within, still lake of Mystery.
Arising from these teachings are the nine precepts in the Code of
Right Relationship:
1.
Speak only words of truth.
2.
Speak only of the good qualities of others.
3.
Be a confidant and carry no tales.
4.
Turn aside the veil of anger to release the beauty
inherent in all.
5.
Waste not the bounty, and want not.
6.
Honor the light in all. Compare nothing; see all for
its such-ness.
7.
Respect all life; cut away ignorance from one's own
heart.
8.
Neither kill nor harbor thoughts of angry nature,
which destroy peace like an arrow.
9.
Do it now; if you see what needs doing, do it.
Also I would highly recommend reading the Gene Keys,
Unlocking The Higher Purpose Hidden in You DNA. This book by
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Richard Rudd will definitely change your life if you desire the Truth
and the relationship between yourself and your DNA encodements.
Particularly I would make reference to Gene Key 44 which makes
references to the Shadow of Interference, the Gift of Teamwork and
the Siddhi or Higher Awareness of Synarchy. It explains everything
about how we can get caught up in our beliefs no matter how
powerful they may seem and the truth behind all being simplified to
certain DNA grafted programs. I would also recommend especially
regarding the subject of leadership the Gene Key 7 which outlines
very clearly the Shadow aspect of Division, the Gift of Guidance
and the Siddhi of Virtue.
www.genekeys.com Richard Rudd
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MAGDALENE FLAME

Channeled by Edwin Courtenay
Image by Jhadten Jewall Sacred Spaces
Mary Magdalene speaks:
“It is important to begin by explaining a little more about the
Nature of the Magdalene Flame. It is important to understand what
this power truly represents, why it is so relevant at this moment in
time and why so much was sacrificed in order to preserve it.
“The world in which you live is one bound by Universal Laws.
One of the Universal Laws states that all energy expressed within
this space must divide itself into a masculine and feminine polarized
piece - a masculine and feminine half.
“The Christ Energy, the Maitreya Force, is a consciousness that
was created as one of the First Three Souls from the Divine Source.
It was created in order to aid mankind in finding their way back to
Unification.
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“It was Breathed into Each and Every Soul that was born from
the body of the Divine and has continued to be Breathed into Each
and Every Soul that has followed these first few. It exists within the
Centre of your Hearts, and when it awakens it aligns you to your
Soul, your Higher Self and through the Soul back towards the
Divine. When it awakens it steers you towards re-Unification, it
awakens your Spiritual Awareness and your Awareness of your
Spiritual Path of the Divine Will and Plan and it leads you Home.
“This Presence, however, entered into your reality, became
polarized by the Divine Law of Polarity into two halves, that that
was known as the Christ Flame and that which is now known as the
Magdalene Flame. (The Order of Melchizedek and the Order of
Mary Magdalene within The Unification of Mother Father God)
“The Christ Flame steers the consciousness of the individual
back towards the Divine Father and through the Divine Father to
the Divine Source, whereas the Magdalene Flame steers the seeker
back to the Divine Mother and through the Divine Mother to the
Divine Source. (Biologically Speaking)
“When Both Flames are present within the Heart and they
enable an individual to become aligned to both Mother and Father
Presences’ and to co-join inside themselves on Earth these two
Divine Pieces together as One. This is so that they may become a
Living Conduit through which the Divine Source may finally
Manifest here on Earth, no longer polarized, but co-joined in
Perfect Unity and Perfection, bringing Heaven to Earth and
Aligning Earth to Heaven.
“In the beginning, the Christ Flame and the Magdalene Flame
existed side by side. In some people, it was in a state of imbalance,
but in all people it was Present. But as the vibrations fell and the
pendulum began to swing, the Flames started to gutter out on Earth,
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and their existences became unpredictable, imbalanced and
endangered.
“If the Magdalene Flame had completely been extinguished,
there would have been no balanced route back to the Divine and the
re-Unification would have been impossible and the world and the
Universe would have been lost. That is why it was so important that
I carried the Magdalene Flame and ensured its Protection and its
survival.
“Now the time has come for the Magdalene Flame to Return in
its Fullness. Work done by mankind and energies bombarded upon
the planet have enabled the consciousness of the world to open
significantly enough to contemplate the possible existence of the
Divine Feminine Presence. This was so that the Magdalene Flame
could finally Return and with the Awakening of the Roses of the
Magdalene, Vortexes of Energy, that were put in place a long time
ago by Myself. Then to reawaken in the future and be used to help
anchor the Magdalene Flame, the Female Christ Energy, within the
Hearts and Minds of men and women and aid in the Evolution of
Your Planet”.
http://www.returnofthechrist.org.uk/magdalena-flame.html
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Christ Energy

Channeled by Edwin Courtenay
Image by Jhadten Jewall Sacred Spaces

Lord Maitreya speaks:
“There are many people who believe they know what the Christ
is on Earth - Priests and Christians, Mystics and Philosophers, the
faithful and the faithless. The Christ has become subjective, no
longer a definite thing, but an allegory, a metaphor, an archetype
with the consciousness of humanity.
“Here in these pages you will find another version of the Christ,
another truth for you to contemplate and see. This Christ is a
messenger and a bridge, part of everything and yet still something,
someone separate. A Presence, an Energy, a Light which burns
within all, but which has shone most brightly through a select few,
those Avatars who have allowed themselves to be embodied by the
Christ's Consciousness and Power.
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“This Christ Carries Truth concerning the future of the world
and Mankind, its Evolution and Their Ascension, the movement
through the end of days to the beginning of the New.
“This Christ is a Bridge to the Divine that spans the divide of
belief and consciousness and energy and enables all to become At
One with the Great Source of Everything. The Christ is a Beacon,
whose Presence and Power, whose Teachings and Truths Guide the
world back Home, Guide the world back to their Original Beginning
and Source.
“I Am this Christ, I the Maitreya, the Cosmic Ascended Master
Consciousness, this Energy of Light, and I Invite you to pause for a
moment and open your head and your heart, that might find here
what you need to Know, the Truth concerning yourself and your
future, your world and your Evolutionary aim. I Invite you to Learn
of the Christ and to recognise it as the Passion, the Burning Fire
that Resides in the Core and Centre of Your Heart. Your Love for
your world and your fellow man.
“Open then and be ready to receive the Light of the Christ”.
http://www.returnofthechrist.org.uk/christ-energy.html
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For now, I am going to leave it here and allow it to unfold in its
own time, in its own direction, so that God’s Design can continue
in whatever way He/She may Choose and Guide!
Bless You for reading thus far and remember if you have
something you would like to share, please write to me at
mailto:narayanajoypeter@gmail.com?subject=The Pale One
Peter
And So It Is!
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